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 PSC – Stephen Streiffer

 XSD – Jonathan Lang

 AES – Patric Den Hartog

 ASD – John Byrd

 APS Upgrade – Jim Kerby Three antigen-binding fragments of ADI-
15946 (orange) are shown bound to the 

surface glycoprotein of Ebola virus (teal).
B.R. West, C.L. Moyer, L.B. King, M.L. Fusco, J.C. Milligan, 
S. Hui, E. Ollmann Saphire, “Structural Basis of Pan-
Ebolavirus Neutralization by a Human Antibody against a 
Conserved, Yet Cryptic Epitope,” mBio 9(5), e01674-18 
(September/October 2018). DOI: 10.1128/mBio.01674-18.

https://mbio.asm.org/content/9/5/e01674-18
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Our Impact Argonne Framework 
and Core Values Guide Our Strategy
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Our Major Initiatives Will Help Shape the Future
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Hard X-ray Sciences Initiative
OUTCOME  Multiscale, three-dimensional exploration of 
complex materials and chemical systems in unprecedented detail

STRATEGY ELEMENTS
 New experimental techniques
 Novel optics and detectors
 Analysis-driven, real-time experimental 

control
 APS-U project on time and within budget
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The Photon Sciences Directorate: Getting to APS 2025

Our Goals:
 OPERATE, maintain, and improve the current APS (aligned with APS-U)
 UPGRADE to maintain world leadership – the APS-U Project
 ADVANCE hard x-ray techniques to exploit APS-U source characteristics
 LEVERAGE Computing@Argonne to meet data science challenges
 PARTNER across Argonne to advance programs in basic science, energy and national security
 RESEARCH concepts for future sources and accelerator technologies

Operate and develop hard x-ray user facilities and advance the forefront of x-ray science, 
transforming exploration of energy, biological and other functional materials, chemistries and 
systems, to overcome global challenges to sustainable energy, health, and national security.
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APS Operations and APS-U are Aligned
 Project and Ops meet regularly to coordinate resources

– MOU between APS and APS-U, defining interfaces
– Effort Request Agreements (ERAs) between APS-U and divisions
– Integrated Staffing Plan

 APS Ops and APS-U have agreed on a beamline “roadmap” 
with program siting changes and a sequence for beamline 
work

 Ops is responsible for handing over facility to APS-U in the 
anticipated state, and ensuring that reused technical systems 
that do not require improvements will support APS 2025

 Ops supports data sciences, instrument/technique 
development to capitalize on APS-U investment

 APS Infrastructure Master Plan developed, owned by 
Infrastructure Services
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Interface Portfolio

 System-by-system analysis identified ~120 projects that are Ops responsibilities
 Assemble projects in 3 buckets

– Operations: Work necessary to ensure uninterrupted beam delivery to APS users
– APS Upgrade Readiness: Projects to support successful interface with the APS-U
– Full Optimization: Projects that support PSC long-term strategy

Gap analysis Projects list and detailed plans


IT

		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		Description		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		Portfolio		Division

		DMND0043928		1		Windows 7 to Windows 10 Upgrade		IT		$200,000		290		Operations		Yesterday		Guaranteed		Upgrade Windows 7 computers to Windows 10 using the most effective methods feasible. This may include using Microsoft's best practices of performing in-place upgrades using Microsoft Configuration Manager.
Utilize the services of Peter's and Associates to assist in the deployment of Microsoft System Center and the upgrade of 800 Windows 7 systems to Windows 10. Peter's and Associates was recommended by BIS as they have used them for several projects over the years.		On January 14 2020, Microsoft support for Windows 7 will cease. Without support, there will be no new security updates, non-security hotfixes, free or paid assisted support options or online technical content updates for Windows 7. 
Because of the security implications, APS management has decided that it is in the best interests of the APS not to have Windows 7 on APS machines after January 14 2020. Exceptions can be made for Windows 7 computers that are required to run hardware or software critical to APS operations. 
Therefore, computers running Windows 7 will need to be upgraded to Windows 10 in the next year. This will allow them to continue receiving operating system updates and security patches from Microsoft. 
		Steven Potempa		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0036842		2		Beamline Sector Network Switch Capacity		IT		$400,000		0								The Xray beamline and LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited 
number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for beamlines switches at sectors 6, 11, 20 and 29 and an additional high speed switch at these secotrs.  In addition, LOM upgrades for the existing switches at 435 and 436.		Beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed. These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules can be added that run at wire speed also for uplinks.		David Leibfritz		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0045796		3		Beamline CAT LOM Network Switch Upgrade		IT		$350,000		120								The beamline CAT LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for the LOM switches in 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 and 438.		CAT beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed.  These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules will be added that run at wire speed for uplinks.		David Leibfritz		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0002212		4		Business Operations Linux Servers		IT		$156,000		214								Critical production services being provided by servers that have reached the of their hardware life cycle.  The APS Splunk (log management and analysis), Network Sniffers (utilized for troubleshooting and infrastructure support), Backup Media server, and virtual servers that provide Controls (subnet 8) services are all hosted on HPE Gen 7 server hardware. There is a total of seven standalone servers some with additional storage requirements and four blade servers that we are targeting for a hardware refresh. 

Included in this request would also be to add a third NetBackup media server to the operations backup environment to address current limitations. If either of the two current media servers is offline for maintenance or a hardware fault a single server is unable to handle the daily backup load. 

		It requires more effort and time to support hardware that is now four generations behind the current HPE server model (Gen 10) servers including vendor support, and day to day 
maintenance. An old unsupported version of Java is required to access the console of these Gen 7 servers which leads to delays in updates and daily support. Proactively adding these server resources now will reduce the chances we will experience a significant service outage due to a hardware fault in the future.  		Arista Thurman III		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023835		5		Experiment Floor and LOM Wireless Network Upgrade		IT		$230,000		200								Includes network PoE switches. Experimental Floor Wireless Network Upgrade:
APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited. 

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Experimental Floor supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points. 

LOM Wireless Network Upgrade:

APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited.

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Lab Office Modules supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points.		In the Lab Office Modules, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.
On the Experimental Floor, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.
The APS has operated an HP Procurve Wireless LAN solution since 2010. HP recently purchased Aruba Networks. HP/Aruba has confirmed that they are selling the Aruba Wireless LAN product line exclusively going forward and are abandoning the HP Procurve Wireless LAN product line. If the APS doesn't upgrade, they risk being in a position of needing support for an obsolete technology.
Once APS WLAN equipment goes EOL on 12/31/2016, APS-IT will no longer be able to provide wireless service in new areas, as we have done in the past, because HPE/Aruba will no longer sell HP Procurve WLAN equipment.		Mary Westbrook		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0037033		6		Single Sign-on for all APS web and Oracle applications		IT		$50,000		160								Implement ANL Single Sign-on capability for APS web sites and applications that aren't already supported by existing software/capabilities.		Single Sign-on provides greater security for APS web applications by leveraging the SSO service provided by Argonne BIS. It also creates a standardized environment for authenticating to web services by providing a consistent and easily recognizable sign-on interface that provides users with certainty that the request for credentials is authentic. By leveraging the existing SSO service, APS also ensures that it stays current on any authentication system changes are Argonne.		David Wallis		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038707				Accelerator MCR and Distributed Workstation Upgrades		IT		$105,000		80								In 2014, the MCR workstations were upgraded to HP Z620 workstations. The distributed workstations around the accelerator were also upgraded to HP 800 G1 SFF systems.

The systems are aging and will be reaching end of support during 2020.		The Main Control Room operators, physicists, and engineers rely on the stability and performance of these workstations in order to maintain the APS Accelerator. Failure to upgrade these systems could inadvertently cause loss of control, loss of beam time, or both.		Brian Robinson		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0042304				Data Center UPS Refresh		IT		$300,000		0								Data Center UPS Refresh. Replace existing 4 x 80 KW UPS's with 2 x 160KW or greater Eaton UPS's. Update and move existing 2 x Eaton 160 KW UPS's to new location.		Upgrade the existing UPS's before they reach end-of-support from the vendors.		Brian Pruitt		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023719				Upgrade Acc. Core Tier 1 & Tier 2 Network Switches for SR		IT		$530,000		224								Upgrade the Accelerator Core Tier 1 and Tier 2 Network Switches for the Storage Ring
The existing accelerator tier 2 switches only provide 28.8Gbps of bandwidth per slot. Slots that 
have four 10Gig ports are oversubscribed with only 7.2Gbps of bandwidth available per port.  
These 10Gig ports provide the uplinks from the tier 3 switches in the accelerator.  The existing 
switches were installed in 2010 and went end-of-sale in July of 2015.  These switches also 
support 40Gig uplinks form the tier 3 switches and to the tier 1 switches.		Uplink ports from the tier 3 switches and to the tier 1 accelerator switches could become oversubscribed causing delays in network connectivity.  The existing tier 2 accelerator switches cannot provide 40Gig uplink ports and thus no future bandwidth expansion.  Network packets may get dropped on the accelerator network causing loss of network connectivity.		David Leibfritz		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0044498				Accelerator Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure		IT		$160,000		290								Replace old fiber infrastructure and install new single-mode fiber infrastructure capacity.
Upgrade Single Mode Fiber connections between Computer Room D1109 and multiple locations to include ICR, RF, and SR.
		New devices are mostly networked for Reasearch and Development.  Equipment such as Servers, Oscillicopes, Power Supplies, ION Pumps, High Resolution Cameras, Network Swithces, Motor Controllers and such are constantly requiring more networking capabilities and more bandwidth.  Single Mode fiber enables higher bandwidth applications.		Brian Pruitt		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023686				Upgrade RF & Injector Tier 2 & Tier 3 Network Switches		IT		$444,000		250								The existing accelerator tier 2 switches only provide 28.8Gbps of bandwidth per slot. Slots that have four 10Gig ports are oversubscribed with only 7.2Gbps of bandwidth available per port.  These 10Gig ports provide the uplinks from the tier 3 switches in the RF and Injector buildings.  The existing switches were installed in 2010 and went end-of-sale in July of 2015.  These switches are not capable of supporting 40Gig uplinks form the tier 1 or tier 3 accelerator switches.
New network switches are needed for the RF and Injector buildings tier 3 to provide power over Ethernet to each port.  Existing switches do not have power over Ethernet and devices are being added to the accelerator that require power.  Currently these devices require a power adapter to operate.  In addition, these new switches provide Precision Time Protocol (PTP) in hardware.  This achieves clock accuracy in the sub-microsecond range which may be required for the APS Upgrade.  These switches also provide an optional 40Gig uplink module.
The existing accelerator tier 3 switches were purchased in 2010 and went end-of-sale in May of 2014.  These switches currently occupy 2U of rack space because of the external redundant power supply.  The new tier 3 switches have the redundant power built into the switch only requiring 1U of rack space.  Some sectors have already exceeded the port capacity of the existing switch and additional switches had to be added. The accelerator rack space is at a premium and the space required to add an additional switch is not always available.  Replacing the existing switches that occupy half the space will provide the port expansion necessary for the future.
		Accelerator network interfaced equipment that requires power will have to purchased with power 
adaptors. PTP is not available on the existing tier 3 switches and cannot be used for the APS 
Upgrade testing and timing.  Rack space may not be available to add an additional network 
switch to provide more network ports.  The existing switches can no longer be purchased and 
any additional network switches added to a rack will require separate uplinks.  The proposed tier 
3 replacement switches can be stacked providing additional ports using the same uplink.		David Leibfritz		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023820				Additional disks for Voyager DDN storage system		IT		$340,000		80								The Voyager DDN storage system has 10 90-bay enclosures with each enclosure holding 43 12TB disks.  This provides 4.1PB of usable storage.  There is room to add 47 drives per enclosure, 470 drives across the 10 enclosures.  When fully populated, 900 drives, Voyager will provide approximately 8.5PB of usable storage.  Another reason to add drives is to increase disk I/O throughput.

Business Case:
As faster detectors are being used, it is imperative the Voyager system can keep up with not only the volume of data, but have the I/O throughput to ingest data at higher rates.  Also, as one sector would be writing to Voyager, another sector could be transferring from Voyager to a cluster for analysis.  
Hardware Requested:
• 470 12TB disk drives 
• Expand usable storage from 4.1PB to 8.5PB
• Increase I/O throughput to approximately 60GB/s (per DDN datasheet)
o The 60GB/s is an aggregate speed from parallel I/O requests
o Actual throughput is dependent on many factors
• Total - $340,000
		As datasets continue to grow, larger and faster storage will be required.  Without a place to put their data, in-situ beamline analysis can't be done.  As the hardware gets past five years old, the risk of service interruption due to hardware failure increases.		Roger Sersted		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0024674				Xray NetApp Storage Performance Improvements		IT		$125,000		12								We are currently in the process of migrating to the newest generation of beamline data storage on a 4-node NetApp storage appliance. In 2015, small data sectors were migrated from local storage on their sector "dserv" server, while the large data sectors remained on older SAS-attached 
storage connected to a physical server, since the initial NetApp build-out did not have sufficient storage space for the large data users. In 2016, we added two more controller nodes and additional storage, enough to begin moving the large data sectors to the appliance.  Budget and storage volume requirements led us to an initial NetApp configuration comprising all SATA drives, which are larger in size and less expensive, but at the cost of somewhat lower performance.Now that we are moving sectors with more challenging data rates, we are anticipating a need to add some increased performance options to the NetApp appliance. We are proposing adding one storage expansion tray to each pair of controller nodes, configured with a mixof solid state drives (SSD) and 10K RPM SAS drives. This will allow us to build a layered approach to data storage, and enable us to match the storage system performance to the needs of each beamline. Only the high data rate sectors would need the higher performance storage layers, reducing the quantity and cost of the expensive storage devices.		Engineering and installing the higher performance data storage options now, before the need for increased performance is dire, allows us to be prepared for demanding data storage needs, and able to respond to them much more quickly than if we wait until the need is identified to begin the process, especially since upgrades of this nature can only be installed during a shutdown.		David Wallis		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0037377				Xray Virtual Server System Refresh Phase 2		IT		$200,000		110								The Xray Virtual Server system comprises two HP Enterprise C7000 blade server chassis with redundant interconnect modules, and, as of late 2018, 20 BL460 blade servers of three hardware generations. The two chassis are configured in a highly available redundant/failover configuration, ensuring that virtual servers (VMs) remain reliably online during beamline operations even in the event of an incident that renders one of the chassis unusable.
  
The current Xray blade chassis virtual environment consists of 20 blade servers that provide approximately 120 virtual machines hosting the following applications:           
• Dserv cluster (6 blades):
o Sector dserv VMs
o Data management VMs
• CAT dserv cluster (2 blades):
o CAT sector dserv VMs
o CAT data management VMs
• General purpose cluster (2 blades):
o XSD web/database servers
o IOC Console server
o Authentication servers for Globus tools
o Beamline scheduling application
o Email and logging servers
• BCDA cluster (2 blades):
o Per-sector workstation VMs for BCDA development and beamline services
• DM (Data Management) cluster (2 blades)
o Per-end station VMs for managing beamline data and moving it between the point of collection and the APS large storage system
• Xstor GPFS storage system (6 blades):
o GPFS file system metadata and storage blades
o Globus data transfer nodes (DTNs)
o Development/management
		The existing HPE C7000 class of hardware used for the Xray Virtual Server system is nearing end-of-life, and the chassis are no longer orderable, and the current generation of blade servers will be the last version produced for this system. As it will likely take several years to replace both chassis and 20 blade servers, it is imperative that we start the process well before the end of support is announced. The new HPE Synergy frames will be supported for a minimum of 20 years, ensuring that the investment in the new hardware will be supported by the vendor for a considerable length of time.

The Synergy system is fully compatible with the existing storage and networking infrastructure, as well as being compatible with the Virtual Server management system used at the APS (Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization).

Virtually all servers that support XSD beamline operation have been converted to VMs, making this system a critical piece of the beamline support infrastructure. 
		David Wallis		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0044573				Beamline Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure.		IT		$630,000		300								Replace old fiber infrastructure and add new fiber infrastructure capacity.
Upgrade Single Mode Fiber connections between Computer Room D1109 and multiple locations to include LOM 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 438F, and all floor sector switches from Sector 1 through Sector 35.
***THIS CAN BE BROKEN INTO A MULTIYEAR PROJECT WITH THE FEATURE BEAMLINES AT TOP URGENCY***		Existing fiber infrastructure is not capable of supporting high performance networking speeds of 40gbps, 100gbps or higher. The expected big-data from the APS-U beamlines requires high speed networks in order to keep up with the data acquisition and migration.		Brian Pruitt		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0028998				Xray Virtual Server System Refresh  Phase 1		IT		$200,000		56								The Xray Virtual Server system comprises two HP Enterprise C7000 blade server chassis with redundant interconnect modules, and, as of late 2018, 20 BL460 blade servers of three hardware generations. The two chassis are configured in a highly available redundant/failover configuration, ensuring that virtual servers (VMs) remain reliably online during beamline operations even in the event of an incident that renders one of the chassis unusable.
  
The current Xray blade chassis virtual environment consists of 20 blade servers that provide approximately 120 virtual machines hosting the following applications:           
• Dserv cluster (6 blades):
o Sector dserv VMs
o Data management VMs
• CAT dserv cluster (2 blades):
o CAT sector dserv VMs
o CAT data management VMs
• General purpose cluster (2 blades):
o XSD web/database servers
o IOC Console server
o Authentication servers for Globus tools
o Beamline scheduling application
o Email and logging servers
• BCDA cluster (2 blades):
o Per-sector workstation VMs for BCDA development and beamline services
• DM (Data Management) cluster (2 blades)
o Per-end station VMs for managing beamline data and moving it between the point of collection and the APS large storage system
• Xstor GPFS storage system (6 blades):
o GPFS file system metadata and storage blades
o Globus data transfer nodes (DTNs)
o Development/management		The existing HPE C7000 class of hardware used for the Xray Virtual Server system is nearing end-of-life, and the chassis are no longer orderable, and the current generation of blade servers will be the last version produced for this system. As it will likely take several years to replace both chassis and 20 blade servers, it is imperative that we start the process well before the end of support is announced. The new HPE Synergy frames will be supported for a minimum of 20 years, ensuring that the investment in the new hardware will be supported by the vendor for a considerable length of time.

The Synergy system is fully compatible with the existing storage and networking infrastructure, as well as being compatible with the Virtual Server management system used at the APS (Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization).

Virtually all servers that support XSD beamline operation have been converted to VMs, making this system a critical piece of the beamline support infrastructure. 
		David Wallis		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0024672				Xray Tape Library Capacity Increase		IT		$105,000		14								In August 2016, the Xray backup tape library, a Sun/Oracle/StorageTek SL500, reached 100% of its capacity. As Xray beamline data continue to grow, the rate at which new tapes need to be added has increased. As the SL500 is past end-of-purchase, we can no longer upgrade tape drives, and the tape capacityis at its maximum.The StorageTek library was replaced with an HP Enterprise MSL6480 library with four modules, four LTO7 tape drives and 320 tape slots. The four modules are now 100% full, and additional tape drives are needed to keep up with the data volume.Additional tape storage capacity is required to allow XSD beamline data to be fully backed up according to the APS and XSD data backup policy.
Additionally, the three oldest servers for the Xray backup function are nearing end of life, and need to bereplaced. We propose replacing them with the latest hardware generation of the same server model.
***SUPPORTS NETAPP UPGRADES THAT WERE DONE IN FY19***		With all tape slots full, no more tapes can be added to the library, which will soon cause backup tasks to fail because there is no space to store the backups in the library. Failure to add additional tape drives will result in increased time to move data from staging disk to tape, which causes the staging storage devices to fill up and cause backup tasks to fail. Not upgrading the servers incurs the risk of lower reliability as they get older, as well as compressing the available time frame for replacement as they near end of vendor support. 		David Wallis		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Beamlines		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023758				Upgrade Business Operations Network Core		IT		$250,000		60								The existing Operations networking core is limited on the number of additional 40Gig ports that 
can be added.  New servers are arriving requiring additional 40Gig network ports.  These network switches cannot be upgraded to provide 100Gig uplink ports.  The existing operations core switches can be moved to the beamlines for upgrading those switches. 
		Additional servers and network switches may not have any additional network ports on the  Operations core to connect at 40Gbps. The Operations core will be limited to 40Gbps and cannot be upgraded to 100Gbps uplinks.		David Leibfritz		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0036839				Business Ops Top of Rack Network Upgrade		IT		$250,000		0								New servers with 10Gbps interfaces may only connect at 1Gbps.  This will greatly reduce the ability of the server to provide resources. In addition, since the uplinks from the existing top of rack switches only provide 10Gbps, the uplinks can become oversubscribed with 48 x 1Gbps servers connected.  The new top of rack network switches provide 40Gbps uplinks to the core.		Curren't network can't support facility network needs		David Leibfritz		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038075				Upgrade Network Cabling Infrastructure in CLO and LOMs		IT		$1,000,000		0								The existing copper network-cabling infrastructure is certified to only operate at 1Gbps in the CLO and LOM offices and labs.  To provide connectivity for new high-speed workstations and equipment that can communicate at 10Gbps via copper the cabling infrastructure requires an upgrade.		New workstations, laptops and other equipment with 10Gbps interfaces may only connect at 1Gbps.  This will greatly reduce the ability of the devices to communicate properly.  Each year more and more devices are purchased with 10Gbps standard interfaces that can only connect at 1Gbps currently.  IT cannot provide the desired bandwidth required to these network devices without an upgraded infrastructure.  The existing infrastructure was installed when the CLO and LOMs were originally built in 1995. 		David Leibfritz		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0040312				Business Operations Linux Servers 2020		IT		$160,000		0								We have standardized our server computing environment on HP Enterprise compute modules. blade, and standalone servers. The initial release of the Gen 8 server platform "v0" was in the 
fall of 2012 which makes the Gen 8 servers 8 years old. Services currently being provide by this G8 servers included our Nessus security scanners, APS LDAP servers, Red Hat Linux 
virtualization hosts, and a NetBackup media. 		The hosts identity above provide services that essential for daily operations which included security, authentication, backup and recovery services. In total we are looking to replace twelve 
servers which breaks down to ten standalone servers and two blade servers. We currently have twenty Linux HPE Gen 8 servers in production today with twelve of them being G8 v0 servers 
and the last eight being G8 v2 servers. Being proactive and planning to execute a hardware refresh we would like to do this in two parts. Starting with replacing our G8 v0 in FY2020 
followed by replacing the G8 v2 hardware in FY2021. The impact of not move forward with a hardware refresh includes increase risk of hardware failure, reduced vendor support which make maintenance more difficult.  		Arista Thurman III		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0042305				Expand D1109 data center space		IT		$458,000		0								Expand data center space by moving the glass wall towards the MCR. Additional power and cooling must be installed for the expanded D1109 computer room. Datacenter floor tiles are available on the mezzanine for the conversion.		In order to support the new servers for the APS-U accelerator and beamlines additional computer room floor space will be required. New server chassis requires deep racks so the moving of row 7 to the new space allows for row 6 racks to be changed to the deep APC racks.		Brian Pruitt		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0023799				Business Operations Windows Servers		IT		$275,000		140								The current Linux and Windows blade chassis virtual environment consists of blade servers in two separate blade chassis. The Linux and Windows virtual environment has approximately 110 virtual machines hosting the following applications:           
• RHEL Systems Management (Satellite Server)  
• NetApp Performance Monitor  
• APS Mail Server  
• Print Servers  
• Linux Kickstart Testing  
• NX Terminal Server  
• DNS  
• PII Encrypted Server  
• License Servers  
• LDAP Master Authentication Server  
• LDAP Test Servers  
• Software Development and Build Servers  
• Wiki Server  
• Wiki Test Server  
• Windchill and related Design and Drafting Servers  
• HP Intelligent Management Center for APS Network Management  
• Netbackup Ops Center  
• TFTP Servers  
• ICMS Servers  
• Zend PHP Servers  
• APS Web Farm 
• AutoDesk Vault  
• SharePoint Databases 
• Citrix Servers (including Dayforce)  
• Windows patching servers  
• Windows application deployment  
• Cryptocard authentication (VPN & SSH)  
• Radius authentication (authenticated wireless)  
• ICMS refineries  
  
Add a second HPE Synergy Frame to the Business Operations environment. This will provide a separate Synergy Frame for redundancy. 		Without adding an additional blade chassis, the server resources will not be available to upgrade essential applications (Windchill, Vault, & ICMS for example). The reliability and availability of software, hosted on these severs, will be adversely impacted if it is not kept up to date.  
		Steven Potempa		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES
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Water

		ORDER		DEMAND		NAME		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		Portfolio		Division

										$3,922,000		5,400

				DMND0002894		Pump VFD Electrical Bypass 		MOM		$40,000		240		Operations						Install variable frequency drive bypass for pumps serving Linac, PAR, RF equipment.

This will be funded from AES Division operating budget. Capturing in ServiceNow for Effort Tracking

#PAR #PTB #Water		Due to system configuration where single standby pump supports multiple systems, in case of failure of VFD on more than one system the remaining system will be left without a standby pump. VFD bypass will allow manual operation of the system thus evading extended downtime.		Eugene Swetin		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		1		DMND0002913		Storage Ring Power Supply Water Isolation Valves		MOM		$90,000		720								Install easily accessible isolation valves in process water headers for storage ring power supplies. Valves are required in supply and return pipes in each of 40 storage ring sectors. 		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Eugene Swetin		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		2		DMND0038945		Replace valves in the Linac and PAR		MOM		$30,000		220								Some header valves are leaking. Replace radiation damaged DI water valves in the Linac and PAR. 

#Linac #PAR #Water #DIWater		 Existing valves no longer work. Some are leaking and any repair work requires draining the entire LINAC and PAR water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		3		DMND0027663		DI water resistivity analyzers		MOM		$50,000		0								Replace existing resistivity analyzers that are obsolete and failing at increasing rate. 		Water quality is  critical for reliability of the machine with resistivity being one of the principal parameters. 		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		4		DMND0002926		Replace DI H2O Control System for Linac/Booster/PAR,SR 1 and 2, SR 39 and 40		MOM		$130,000		720								Replace obsolete Johnson Controls system, wiring, field devices as necessary for Linac, PAR, Booster process water systems.  
Replace obsolete Johnson Controls equipment, wiring, field devices as necessary for SR 39 and 40.

 #Linac #Booster #PAR #SR01 #SR02  #SR39 #SR40		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		5		DMND0002927		Booster DI Water Valve Replacement		MOM		$22,000		280								Replace four radiation damaged DI water isolation valves. Existing valves no longer work and any repair work requires draining the entire Booster water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Existing valves no longer work and any repair work requires draining the entire Booster water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Eugene Swetin		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		6		DMND0039000		Repair water leak problem in all cooled booster corrector magnets		MOM		$25,000		1,280								Repair water leak problem in all cooled booster corrector magnets
Need to negotiate with ASD operations.
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF WORK		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Eugene Swetin		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		7		DMND0044702		Process Water Systems Improvements and Obsolescence Management		MOM		$315,000		300								This project covers 20 storage ring process water systems with the plan to complete 5 per year over a four year period. The scope of work includes:
    (1) install new water mixing stations and temperature sensors to improve temperature control,
     (2) install additional isolation valves to minimize waste of expensive DI water during service, 
     (3) replace obsolete differential pressure sensor/transmitters with new units; location of units may be changed to improve access for servicing. 		This project combines several water system modifications into one project as installation of all of the items will require system draining and work by outside contractor. Installation of mixing water stations and new temperature sensors will provide for improved temperature control that impacts beam stability for both current machine and APS-U; installation of additional isolation valve will not only prevent waste of DI water but also will reduce draining time thus speeding up service potentially reducing machine downtime;  replacement of obsolete 25-year-old differential pressure transmitters will bring system up-to-date ready for the next 25 years of service and will make new installation much easier to service as existing sensors installed under the roof of the Experiment Hall  in a very difficult to service locations.   		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		8		DMND0018863		Upgrade differential pressure transmitters for all BM Beamlines		MOM		$250,000		600								Replace obsolete differential pressure transmitters in the FEEPS system for all BM beamlines.
DMND0038949 was cancelled / deleted in Draft format since this project already assumed its content.		FEEPS system is used to protect front end components where differential pressure transmitters are used to measure flow through each component and interlocked to dump the beam in case of detection out of specified performance parameters. Current transmitters are 25 years old and susceptible to increase failures impacting machine performance.
New Yokogawa transmitters have been installed throughout the APS and have proven to be very reliable. All ID front ends have been upgraded to Yokogawa transmitters through the years. This project would allow completion of all BM front ends.
New differential pressure transmitters will provide the following over the next 20-25 years:
1) Better reliability
2) Use of same transmitters for ID and BM front ends would standardize spares		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

				DMND0002912		Pump VFD Electrical Bypass for EAA and SR 		MOM		$25,000		200								Install variable frequency drive electrical bypass for pumps P-EAA and P-SR-02.

This will be funded from AES Division operating budget. Capturing in ServiceNow for Effort Tracking

#EAA #StorageRing #SR #Water		Due to system configuration where single standby pump supports multiple systems, in case of failure of VFD on more than one system the remaining system will be left without a standby pump. VFD bypass will allow manual operation of the system thus evading extended downtime.		Eugene Swetin		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		9		DMND0002932		Water system for PC Gun (spare)		MOM		$25,000		280								Build and install spare PC Gun water system.
		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Robert Wright		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		10		DMND0042206		Replace water skids - LINAC		MOM		$560,000		560								LINAC water skids providing heating and cooling to LINAC RF systems and beamlines are over 20 years old and are experiencing increased failures. The control system is outdated and is no longer supported by the manufacturer. Replace all water skids.  		The stability of the LINAC water skids providing heating and cooling to the RF systems and LINAC beamline components are significant to the reliable operations of these components.  4 skids;   L1,L2,L4,L5  serve the LINAC RF and beamline components and beamline.  Each skid supplying approximately 60 gpm of heated temperature controlled water to the RF SLEDs, accelerating structures, wave guide, RF Loads and windows to name a few. The RF equipment requires extremely tight temperature controlled water of +/- .1 degrees F. 
While updates to the skids have occurred over their lifetime, many of the components have never been updated or replaced and are nearing their end of life.  Allen Bradley PLC-5 technology, which is no longer supported by the company, is used on the controls for these skids. The original 14 KW heaters along with the original piping are still in place.  Flow meters, control valves and many other components are 20 plus years old and components failure rates have increased.
We have recently designed and purchased a water station for the RF test stand, which is essentially the design we would recommend for the new LINAC water stations. The advantage here is that the design is completed. All drawings and documentation for the build are in place and was purchased from a local vendor. New water skids will provide the following over the next 20-25 years:


1) Better reliability
2) Improved temperature control and stability
3) 40% smaller overall footprint freeing up gallery floor space 
4) Modern PLC controls removing end of life components from the machine
5) In hand complete design is ready reducing required effort
		Leonard Morrison		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		11		DMND0038971		Water Systems Modifications for APS-U		MOM		$2,360,000		0								Secondary Process Water Systems Reconfiguration and Upgrade - Copper Systems Serving Magnets, Power Supplies Front ends, Absorbers, Beamlines
 
The secondary process water system serving copper components such as magnets, power supplies front ends and photon absorbers must be reconfigured to meet the demands of the MBA storage ring. As of 2017, estimated required flow for APS-U is 350 gpm vs current 450 gpm. This flow is within the existing pumps operating capabilities. Potential required modifications:
o   Install variable frequency drives on pumps to match required load – 20 units = $200K
o   Install new control valves to match new operating requirements – 20 units = $160K
o   Improve temperature control by installing mixing sections and new RTD/transmitters. – 20 units = $200K.
 
•       Vacuum Chamber Cooling Water Skids
 
Estimated required flow is 4 gpm per skid vs current 50 gpm. Potential required modifications:
o   Replace 20 current skids with 5 new ones - $100K per skid = $500K
o   New piping around storage ring  - $100K
 
•       Bake out Skids (NOW OUT OF SCOPE - NO HOT WATER BAKEOUT PER E SWETIN on APS-U)
Currently 20 skids (similar to vacuum chamber cooling water skids). Potential required modifications:
Procure 4 portable bake out skids - $100K per skid = $400k
Retrofit existing bake out skids - $30K per skid = $600K
Piping modification to bake out manifolds - $200K		Upgrades identified for the APS water system to meet the demands of APS-U MBA lattice.		Eugene Swetin		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES
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Controls

		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		GROUP		BUDGET		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		Description		Portfolio		Division

																		$430,000		3,150

		DMND0018360		1		High Level MCR Operator Software Tools		The EPICS community has developed numerous tools with greater functionality in the past 20 years, yet APS is using the same tools for over 20 years.  Keeping current with modern technology is beneficial in numerous ways: larger user-base to ensure reliable tools, increasing functionality and performance within the tools , leveraging the benefits of the world-wide EPICS community.		Ned Arnold		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		CTL		$0		450		Operations		Yesterday		Guaranteed		Evaluate and recommend a path forward for obsolete MCR Operator Tools (e.g. MEDM, ALH, etc.); {PLEASE NOTE: This does not include the development of the tools, only a study of the best path forward}
Several primary tools used in the MCR (tools are > 20 years old) are based on obsolete software packages  and are difficult to maintain.  Although still functional, they cannot be effectively modified to take advantage of ongoing enhancements to the EPICS suite of tools.  This project proposes that a working group be established to evaluate the current options for replacing these tools.  It is imperative that this happens expeditiously because the APS-U controls <by necessity> use the same tools available in ~FY2020.  In other words, the APS-U will be built on whatever tools are being used in ~FY2020		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038586				Replace DG535 Timing Generators		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Ned Arnold		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		CTL		$80,000		0								Replace 10 DG535s in critical timing circuits, yielding 10 spares for other places
This can be done incrementally, starting as soon as funding is received
Replacement units (DG645s) are $7000-$9000 each, depending on required options		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038626				Oscilloscopes for timing and other monitoring		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Ned Arnold		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Facility		CTL		$100,000		450								Aging oscilloscopes used for routine operation are obsolete and need replaced.  Many models are based on old Windows operating systems and must be included on the "exceptions" list for vulnerable network devices.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038647				Upgrade LINAC timing system		Need input from all of the other groups.
Current Monitor
BPM electronics
Diagnostics (DIA), Power Systems (PS), Radio Frequency Power systems (RF), Controls (CTL) all have timing system stakeholders		Ned Arnold		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		CTL		$50,000		900								Injection timing system - obsolescence
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SCOPE OF WORK

Originally  item #210 in the Ops-APSU Gap register
145    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - new capabilities
210    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - obsolescence

4/8/19 e-mail from Ned Arnold: I think Demand # 38647 originally referred to the upgrade of the LINAC timing system to replace obsolete equipment and improve the performance for LEA, photocathode gun, and digital LLRF (some day). You can talk to Tony P about his plans.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038651				Upgrade Insertion Device Control System		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Ned Arnold		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		CTL		$100,000		900								Insertion Device Control System Obsolecence and spares - This project should be coordinated with "DMND0038802 - New ID Functionality: Synchronize Gap Scanning with Acquisition"		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

		DMND0038802				New ID Functionality: Synchronize Gap Scan with Acquisition		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Ned Arnold		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		Beamlines		CTL		$100,000		450								Synchronize insertion device gap scanning with experiment data acquisition		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES
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Interlocks

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE



																		Operations
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MED

		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		AREA		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DEMAND		DESCRIPTION		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE

		0												$572,000		5,510

		1		Laser Tracker for APS Operations		SA relies on laser trackers and after this pullback of the APS-U unit, will only have one working ca. 1999 instrument available. This instrument is no longer supported by the manufacturer, so there is a significant risk to operations if a second, newer unit not acquired.		Jaromir Penicka		Facility		MED		$147,000		10								DMND0027789		Laser-based theodolite for correlating positions of survey markers.  The existing laser tracker purchased by APS-U and being used by SA for the past two years will now need to be dedicated for use in building 369 magnetic measurements facility.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked

				X-Ray Sample Systems Development		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Patric Den Hartog		Beamlines		MED		$100,000		2,000								DMND0039197		Recent advances in 3D printing technology have opened up many ways of producing complex parts using novel materials that were not possible a decade back. The simplest example is the 3D printed sample holder for the Small Angle X-ray Scattering characterization tool. The complex requirements of the X-ray experiments seldom challenging to designed and fabricate the sample holder, however using 3D printing technology, it is now possible to produce such devices. At the APS sector 5, 7, 9, 12, and 20 are using 3D printed sample holder and flow cells with added capabilities of X-ray filters, temperature control, flow control, application of electric potential and being able to manipulate the grazing incident angle. The biggest challenge the users are facing is – the sample holder is transparent to the X-rays that make it difficult to see in radiography mode. The proposed work will utilize the photopolymer and nanomaterials to produce X-ray absorbent 3D printing polymer. The developed material will be used to produce the sample holder that will absorb the X-rays. The development of photopolymerized nanocomposite-ink requires a basic understanding of photopolymerization chemistry and nanomaterials. We have a tabletop 3D printer that can print CAD model utilizing UV light.  For the biological application, we are exploring materials and techniques of producing 3D material ink/thermoplastics polymer composite with electrolytes and biomolecules that can provide breeding sites for biological tissue to grow and arrange in a bottom-up manner. 3d-printed petri-dish or sample holder with functionalized polymers with friendly biomolecules made explicitly for the biological samples can provide a rapid characterization for the biomolecules such as protein, bacterial culture, peptides, DNA.		R&D		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

				Acoustic Levitator Sample Chamber		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Patric Den Hartog		Beamlines		MED		$150,000		3,500								DMND0039207		We proposed to develop acoustic levitator based sample manipulation systems with accessories to apply external stimuli that can provide a robust system for X-ray science community to perform a variety of experiments using contamination-free and container-less experimental apparatus. In the last four years, we have developed a solid understanding of this phenomenon and also constructed several devices by supporting 20+ undergraduate students from MSOE, Milwaukee and also partially using LDRD funding. With developed understanding from existing efforts, the device can levitate multiple nodes stably with nanoliter of milliliter size liquid droplets. The provision for changing various environmental stimuli often demanded by the advanced user. The current state of the levitator provides levitation in the open air – an uncontrolled manner. We are proposing to further develop the capabilities of the instrument by building a surrounding chamber that can help the researcher to do experiments at variable pressures. Such chamber will provide excellent environmental control to do biological to high-temperature research in inert as well as a reactive gas environment.
Moreover, the development of piezo-actuated nozzles is necessary to generate a variety of droplet sizes. 1D, 2D, or 3D droplets array can be advanced vertically and maneuvered in the desired direction on demand by phase shifting the acoustic wave. Thus, displacing the position of each node uniformly and maintaining synchronization with the x-ray source required the development of sophisticated feedback control system. 
		R&D		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

				Instron Mechanical Testing Machine				Kamlesh Suthar		Facility		MED		$175,000		0		Operations						DMND0013098		Acquire an Instron Mechanical testing machine to use to test material properties. This machine can be used for testing advance materials for accelerators, beamlines, and for APS User experimental programs. See attachment for more details.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked
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		DEMAND/
PROJECT		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS

												$8,479,950		18,999

		PRJ0094247		6393 Bldg 413 High-Power Linac Test Stand		The work scope includes a reproduction run for spare VXI daughter cards of LINAC Vector Detector Module (VDM) (by AES/CTL); testing; and  design and construction of a carrier board/chassis for the testing (ASD/RFG effort).                                                                                                                

REASON DEFERRED: Need is dependent on outcome of PRJ0107506 Linac Digital LLRF Testing		Terry Smith		RF		$260,000		7,123

		PRJ0107493		Replace PAR rf driver amplifier		Urgent obsolescence mitigation effort. This project is necessary to maintain PAR rf system operation.  The original driver amplifiers use obsolete components that are very difficult to obtain.  Once our supply of spare parts is exhausted, we will not be able to maintain them.		Terry Smith		RF		$0		328

		PRJ0107506		Upgrade Linac low-level RF		Replace obsolete existing low level RF controls for linac RF stations with modern digital controllers from commercial vendor
Prepare L6 for Digital Low Level testing: Build a new Power Monitor chassis & install in linac gallery Rack # L6:VP:RA:1. Install splitters & build/calibrate/ install new heliax cables for the new power monitor to be used with the Digital LLRF .		Yawei Yang		RF		$450,000		374

		DMND0053788		Second Vendor for linac klystrons		Existing Thales klystrons are not guaranteed to be available in the future. We could purchase a klystron from a second vendor with slightly higher output power & still be able to use our existing modulators with modifications.  		Alexander Cours		RF		$294,000		514

		DMND0053790		Install 50MW second vendor linac klystron in L5		Example - The Toshiba 50MW klystron tested in Bld 413 could be installed into L5. The L5 PFN capacitors and SS switch would need to be modified for higher voltage like the building 413 test stand. A new RF system cannot be installed into Operations without spare components available. The RF Group cannot be in a position where a station would fail and cannot be repaired.		Alexander Cours		RF		$179,000		513

		DMND0053793		Generic Install 50MW second vendor linac klystron		Buy all necessary parts required (klystron, tank, etc.), test in building 413 first. Buy all spares required for Operations & install tested components in a linac station to be determined.		Alexander Cours		RF		$450,000		513

		DMND0053796		Install new accelerating structures in one station.		RI - 3 meter accelerating structures - $160 K each
		Terry Smith		RF		$640,000		0

		DMND0051028		Linac HVPS High Regulation Upgrade		A system is available where we could use our existing EMI HVPS along with an additional power supply and circuitry to achieve a stability improvement of ~10X. The existing EMI supply provides most of the charging and the second supply regulates. Example - TDK-Lambda ALE 303-40KV-POS-1209.		Alexander Cours		RF		$275,000		354

		DMND0053801		65MW Klystron station		CPI 65MW Klystron, includes electron gun tank and electromagnet - $541K,     ScandiNova Klystron Modulator for 65MW tube - $618K. Spare klystron system required before installation - $541K. Many other spare modulator parts would be needed before installing into Operations (not listed here).                                                                                                                                                                          
(Information not complete)		Alexander Cours		RF		$1,700,000		0

		DMND0053806		Install Harmonic Par 8KW for APS-U		Effort Required (High Priority) to commissioning  APSU-provided 8kW amp to full RF power  when it arrives, test harmonic spare RF Switch/Circulator to full RF power ≥ 8kW. Design Review required prior to Installation of a  new 10KW transmission line and  installation of  high power tested spare Circulator / RF Switch into Operations. 		David Meyer		RF		$0		1,040

		PRJ0094829		31395 - 352MHz High-Power Solid-State RF Amplifier		This WIP RF group project is being entered into ServiceNow for effort tracking across multiple projects.
L1, L2 & L3 are now complete. L4, L5 & L6 will be completed, one per each  shut down going forward (~ 1 year). Three more 600 W amplifiers need to be purchased, plus one spare ($22K each).		Douglas Horan		RF		$4,165,000		7,200

		DMND0054296		Procure & Install 8kW PAR harmonic amplifier for Ops		Operations requires a backup system, as ...		Terry Smith		RF		$15,000		1,040

		DMND0029681		Oil Purifier		Baron-USA system to process new and used...		Alexander Cours		RF		$51,950		0
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		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Portfolio		Division		STATE

																		$550,000		1,540

		DMND0022415				Upgrade PAR BPM Electronics to allow turn-by-turn capability		To allow further development of the Particle Accumulation Ring, new electronics are needed for the Beam Position Monitors to  allow turn-by-turn capability				Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Accelerator		DIA		$100,000		0		Operations						To allow further development of the Particle Accumulation Ring, new electronics are needed for the Beam Position Monitors to  allow turn-by-turn capability

Per Harkay: Possibly change this to enable averaging and single-turn capability, to replace the need for flags. Also, we may need switchable attenuation for low/high charge operation to enable orbit control.

#PAR		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Parked

		DMND0042303				Video cameras and distribution system for accelerator				Nicholas Sereno		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		DIA		$0		0								Video cameras and distribution system for accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0051408				New electronics for BM X-Ray BPMs 		BM beamlines will not have fast beam position information if these are not replaced.		Michael Hahne		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		DIA		$400,000		960								Could, in principle, use the old electronics. The newer electronics have both fast and slow data rates.
Most work by CTL and DIA, assume this will be done during the dark period
2 ea. BPMs per BM FE est. $10k on approximately 20 BM beamlines, so est. $400,000		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0041625				Accelerater Beamline Camera and Video Distribution System Digital Upgrade		Digital upgrade is necessary to support modern digital cameras with enhanced resolution for APS-U high charge beam size measurements and LEA high resolution beam size measurements.  The present analog cameras do not provide good enough resolution, obsolete without equivalent replacements other than digital cameras.  To support a suite of digital cameras a video data distribution network with appropriate servers needs to be created to replace the obsolete analog video distribution system.  Lower resolution cameras  need to be upgraded to digital for routine operations and measurements to upgrade the complete system.		William Berg		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		DIA		$0		0								Upgrade all cameras to digital
Identify which cameras need to be high resolution
Implement modern digital video signal distribution system
PROVIDE QUOTATION FOR:
    NUMBER OF CAMERAS AND PRICE PER EA.
    NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TAKING THE CAMERA SIGNAL. #Network		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0051405				Move S35-BM Photon Diagnostics Beamline		Need to move before or as part of the upgrade in order to have a streak camera capability and bunch purity measurement capabitlity for the MBA lattice ops		Kent Wootton		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Beamlines		DIA		$50,000		580								Move the S35 BM Beamline similar to other BM beamlines which need to be moved for the MBA ring installation.  Replace misc. optical components to enhance streak camera and bunch purity measurements for MBA upgrade.
Schedule depends on when APS-U is moving all of the other BM beamlines. Should be done at the same time, but is not included in APS-U scope.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow















































































Power Systems

		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Portfolio		Division		STATE

																		$571,000		0

		DMND0022427		5		Replace kicker HV power supplies		Company is out of business and no vendor for spare parts for repair. Only 3 spare supplies in house for a total of 9 supplies in use (PAR, Booster, SR). However, some in-use are high-field, some are low field; have to sort out # per type. Iftikhar Abid has investigated replacement options. (per Hillman, Fystro) 		Ju Wang		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PS		$60,000		0		Operations						The Maxwell high voltage pulsed power supplies used in the Booster and PAR kickers have been obsolete for many years. These power supplies need to be replaced with new and sustainable power supplies.
Per Harkay: Not part of APS-U Injector Plan.

#PAR #Booster  #PowerSystems		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Parked

		DMND0042306				Repair kicker PS lost DAC setpoint issue				Ju Wang		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PS		$0		0								pulsed magnets: storage ring, booster, BTS		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0038715		216		Storage Ring Double sector Interlock  Relay Rack Gespac Replacement		The Storage ring Power supplies are controlled by an industrial PC that is obsolete. The company that manufactured this PC, Gespac, has filed for bankruptcy in mid‐2000 and has completely left the marketplace since.  Currently we (the Power Systems Group) have been maintaining our installed systems, however replacement parts are getting much harder to find.		Ju Wang		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PS		$511,000		0								Development Phase ca. 25K, 0.5 FTE in FY18; Implementation Phase ca. 486K, 3 years starting in FY19. (about 20 Gespacs)
Storage Ring Double sector Interlock  Relay Rack Gespac Replacement.
We are proposing to replace the Gespac industrial PC currently located in the Storage Ring double sector interlock relay rack With an Allen Bradley ControlLogix industrial PLC. There several benefits to this approach,  
1) This would replace the current obsolete systems with one that can be easily updated as the need arises.
2) The Gespac's removed would become spares to prolong our support for the still installed Gespac's.
3) The current life expectancy of the Allen Bradly PLC's is 20 plus years.
4) This approach is compatible with the APS‐U needs.
5) The S.I. Group (AES) has a large installed base, support of spare parts if needed.
		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow
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MCR

		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		CATEGORY		AREA		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Portfolio		Division		STATE

		0		0		0				0				0		0		$195,000		530

		DMND0018360		1		High Level MCR Operator Software Tools		The EPICS community has developed numerous tools with greater functionality in the past 20 years, yet APS is using the same tools for over 20 years.  Keeping current with modern technology is beneficial in numerous ways: larger user-base to ensure reliable tools, increasing functionality and performance within the tools , leveraging the benefits of the world-wide EPICS community.		Ned Arnold		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		CTL		$0		450		Operations						Evaluate and recommend a path forward for obsolete MCR Operator Tools (e.g. MEDM, ALH, etc.); {PLEASE NOTE: This does not include the development of the tools, only a study of the best path forward}
Several primary tools used in the MCR (tools are > 20 years old) are based on obsolete software packages  and are difficult to maintain.  Although still functional, they cannot be effectively modified to take advantage of ongoing enhancements to the EPICS suite of tools.  This project proposes that a working group be established to evaluate the current options for replacing these tools.  It is imperative that this happens expeditiously because the APS-U controls <by necessity> use the same tools available in ~FY2020.  In other words, the APS-U will be built on whatever tools are being used in ~FY2020		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0038709		2		Simulator for training operators on MBA		Providing the operators with a simulator during the dark period will productively utilize the operators' skills during a non operational period and will greatly reduce the commissioning time of the new SR resulting in greater user availability 		Randy Flood		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		Accelerator		AOP		$90,000		0								MCR operators will need to maintain proficiency on SR operations during the dark period and will have to learn how to operate the new MBA storage ring without the benefit of a lengthy commissioning period. The best way to address these requirements is to create a simulator that will allow the operators to learn projected responses to the machine under varying adjustments and situations.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0038707				Accelerator MCR and Distributed Workstation Upgrades		The Main Control Room operators, physicists, and engineers rely on the stability and performance of these workstations in order to maintain the APS Accelerator. Failure to upgrade these systems could inadvertently cause loss of control, loss of beam time, or both.		Brian Robinson		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		IT		$105,000		80								In 2014, the MCR workstations were upgraded to HP Z620 workstations. The distributed workstations around the accelerator were also upgraded to HP 800 G1 SFF systems.

The systems are aging and will be reaching end of support during 2020.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0039511				Linac/RF Guns		No M&S cost. Funded by DOE SBIR grant.
Effort needs including building a cradle (MED)
Beam dynamics simulations (physics)
Installation in the ITS (VAC, MOM water, power)
SBIR delivers one unit. If it works, then we will need to buy two additional units. 
Similar cost is about $150k/unit. 				Other: Non operations funded projects		Accelerator		AOP		$0		0								New (spare) thermionic gun, replace RG1 alpha magnet, add scraper		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0042203				PTT Phone replacement for MCR				Randy Flood		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		AOP		$0		0								PTT Phone replacement for MCR		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0042204				MCR - incorporate natural lighting				Randy Flood		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		AOP		$0		0								Improve working environment for operators		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0042205				MCR - raise floor and ceiling				Randy Flood		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Facility		AOP		$0		0								More space for underfloor cabling and utilities		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow













































































https://argonne.service-now.com/dmn_demand_list.do?sysparm_query=u_division.nameLIKEPSC%5Eactive%3Dtrue%5Eshort_descriptionLIKEMCR%5EORu_exec_group%3Dc2250b656f7dde407f395965bd3ee4ce

Linac

		DEMAND		ORDER		NAME		BUSINESS CASE		PROJECT MANAGER		AREA		CATEGORY		GROUP		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Portfolio		Division		STATE

				0														$4,648,000		2,994

		DMND0002894		1		Pump VFD Electrical Bypass 		Due to system configuration where single standby pump supports multiple systems, in case of failure of VFD on more than one system the remaining system will be left without a standby pump. VFD bypass will allow manual operation of the system thus evading extended downtime.		Eugene Swetin		Accelerator		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		MOM		$40,000		240								Install variable frequency drive bypass for pumps serving Linac, PAR, RF equipment.

This will be funded from AES Division operating budget. Capturing in ServiceNow for Effort Tracking

#PAR #PTB #Water #Linac #RF		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Proposed

		DMND0038945		3		Replace valves in the Linac and PAR		 Existing valves no longer work. Some are leaking and any repair work requires draining the entire LINAC and PAR water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Eugene Swetin		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		MOM		$30,000		220								Some header valves are leaking. Replace radiation damaged DI water valves in the Linac and PAR. 

#Linac #PAR #Water #DIWater		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0053788		4		Second Vendor for linac klystrons		Existing Thales klystrons are not guaranteed to be available in the future. We could purchase a klystron from a second vendor with slightly higher output power & still be able to use our existing modulators with modifications.  		Alexander Cours		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		RF		$294,000		0								Provide a Second Vendor for linac klystrons & provide one complete working system (Test in Building 413 Linac RF Test Stand).

No new RF System or component will be installed into Operations without first being completely tested & verified. The following is an example of replacing a Thales 45MW klystron with a Toshiba 50MW klystron & the PFN modifications required to allow for the higher voltages associated with 50MW. This must be tested in the Bld 413 Linac RF Test Stand first.

Toshiba 50MW klystron - $119K, 
Focusing coil - $21K, 
X-ray shielding - $7K, 
Suspension JIG - $1.5K, 
Oil tank - $46.9K, 
Ion pump PS - $4.1K, 
HV cable - $0.9K, 
EMI 50KV supply - $60K, 
replace the PFN SS switch - $18K, replace the PFN capacitors 16 each - $16K.          

The Bld 413 Test Stand would then be able to run either the Thales klystron or the Toshiba klystron as long as you use the klystron with it's own associated tank/components. We will also evaluate the cost of a second vendor (50MW) klystron along with a new turn-key modulator system, if available.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0002926		5		Replace DI H2O Control System for Linac/Booster/PAR,SR 1 and 2, SR 39 and 40		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Eugene Swetin		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		MOM		$130,000		720								Replace obsolete Johnson Controls system, wiring, field devices as necessary for Linac, PAR, Booster process water systems.  
Replace obsolete Johnson Controls equipment, wiring, field devices as necessary for SR 39 and 40.

 #Linac #Booster #PAR #SR01 #SR02  #SR39 #SR40		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked

		DMND0053790		5		Install 50MW second vendor linac klystron in L5		Example - The Toshiba 50MW klystron tested in Bld 413 could be installed into L5. The L5 PFN capacitors and SS switch would need to be modified for higher voltage like the building 413 test stand. A new RF system cannot be installed into Operations without spare components available. The RF Group cannot be in a position where a station would fail and cannot be repaired.		Alexander Cours		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		RF		$179,000		0								Install the linac klystron from a second vendor (already tested in Building 413), into an Operational linac station L5.

Example - The Toshiba 50MW klystron tested in Bld 413 could be installed into L5. The L5 PFN capacitors and SS switch would need to be modified for higher voltage like the building 413 test stand. A new RF system cannot be installed into Operations without spare components available. The RF Group cannot be in a position where a station would fail and cannot be repaired.

Replace L5 PFN capacitors - $16K, replace L5 PFN SS Switch - $18K.  Spare parts required: Toshiba 50MW klystron - $119K, Focusing coil - $21K, Ion pump PS - $4.1K, HV cable -$0.9K, etc.                                                                                                                                                                                                              
		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0053793		6		Install 50MW second vendor linac klystron in any linac Operational Station		Buy all necessary parts required (klystron, tank, etc.), test in building 413 first. Buy all spares required for Operations & install tested components in a linac station to be determined.		Alexander Cours		Accelerator		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		RF		$450,000		0								Buy all necessary parts required (klystron, tank, etc.), test in building 413 first. Buy all spares required for Operations & install tested components in a linac station to be determined.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0053796		7		Install new accelerating structures in one station.		RI - 3 meter accelerating structures - $160 K each
		Terry Smith		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		RF		$640,000		0								The existing accelerating structures have been operating for ~ 25 years. Example - Install 4 new accelerating structures in L2, allowing for increased RF power levels. These 4 new structures must be high power RF Conditioned in the bld 413 Linac RF test stand before installing into Operations. The 4 original structures removed from L2 may be able to be conditioned to much higher levels over a long period of time using the Bld 413 test stand & then set aside under vacuum as Operational Spares.
		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0051028		8		Linac HVPS High Regulation Upgrade		A system is available where we could use our existing EMI HVPS along with an additional power supply and circuitry to achieve a stability improvement of ~10X. The existing EMI supply provides most of the charging and the second supply regulates. Example - TDK-Lambda ALE 303-40KV-POS-1209.		Alexander Cours		Accelerator		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		RF		$275,000		354								NRE = $50 K, plus $20K if buying in large numbers >10, assuming 40KV power supply already exists.  ANL will always purchase only one unit first for testing. Therefore ~ $90K for first unit (50K + ~40K). 
Installation into L1 to L6 with spares, ~ $275K.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0053801		11		65MW Klystron station		CPI 65MW Klystron, includes electron gun tank and electromagnet - $541K,     ScandiNova Klystron Modulator for 65MW tube - $618K. Spare klystron system required before installation - $541K. Many other spare modulator parts would be needed before installing into Operations (not listed here).                                                                                                                                                                          
		Alexander Cours		Accelerator		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		RF		$1,700,000		0								Provide a 65MW klystron station (possibly for L2) to provide higher energy that may be required for APS-U. Our existing modulator will NOT be usable to provide for a 65MW klystron. Example - An existing 65MW klystron and modulator. This would need to be tested in the Building 413 Linac RF Test Stand before installing into Operations.  The building 413 Linac RF Test Stand does Not have the area to support this project at this time.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0042206		12		Replace water skids - LINAC		The stability of the LINAC water skids providing heating and cooling to the RF systems and LINAC beamline components are significant to the reliable operations of these components.  4 skids;   L1,L2,L4,L5  serve the LINAC RF and beamline components and beamline.  Each skid supplying approximately 60 gpm of heated temperature controlled water to the RF SLEDs, accelerating structures, wave guide, RF Loads and windows to name a few. The RF equipment requires extremely tight temperature controlled water of +/- .1 degrees F. 
While updates to the skids have occurred over their lifetime, many of the components have never been updated or replaced and are nearing their end of life.  Allen Bradley PLC-5 technology, which is no longer supported by the company, is used on the controls for these skids. The original 14 KW heaters along with the original piping are still in place.  Flow meters, control valves and many other components are 20 plus years old and components failure rates have increased.
We have recently designed and purchased a water station for the RF test stand, which is essentially the design we would recommend for the new LINAC water stations. The advantage here is that the design is completed. All drawings and documentation for the build are in place and was purchased from a local vendor. New water skids will provide the following over the next 20-25 years:


1) Better reliability
2) Improved temperature control and stability
3) 40% smaller overall footprint freeing up gallery floor space 
4) Modern PLC controls removing end of life components from the machine
5) In hand complete design is ready reducing required effort
		Leonard Morrison		Facility		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		MOM		$560,000		560								LINAC water skids providing heating and cooling to LINAC RF systems and beamlines are over 20 years old and are experiencing increased failures. The control system is outdated and is no longer supported by the manufacturer. Replace all water skids.  		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039511				Linac/RF Guns		No M&S cost. Funded by DOE SBIR grant. Effort needs including building a cradle (MED) Beam dynamics simulations (physics) Installation in the ITS (VAC, MOM water, power) SBIR delivers one unit. If it works, will buy two additional at ca. $150k/unit. 				Accelerator		Other: Non operations funded projects		AOP		$300,000		0		Operations						New (spare) thermionic gun, replace RG1 alpha magnet, add scraper		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0038647				Upgrade LINAC timing system		Need input from all of the other groups. Scope includes Current Monitor BPM electronics Diagnostics (DIA), Power Systems (PS), Radio Frequency Power systems (RF), Controls (CTL) all have timing system stakeholders		Ned Arnold		Accelerator		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		CTL		$50,000		900								Injection timing system - obsolescence
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SCOPE OF WORK

Originally  item #210 in the Ops-APSU Gap register
145    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - new capabilities
210    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - obsolescence

4/8/19 e-mail from Ned Arnold: I think Demand # 38647 originally referred to the upgrade of the LINAC timing system to replace obsolete equipment and improve the performance for LEA, photocathode gun, and digital LLRF (some day). You can talk to Tony P about his plans.		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow
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PAR-Booster

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE

						0								$432,000		4,660

		DMND0002894		Pump VFD Electrical Bypass 		1		Eugene Swetin		MOM		Accelerator		$40,000		240								Install variable frequency drive bypass for pumps serving Linac, PAR, RF equipment.

This will be funded from AES Division operating budget. Capturing in ServiceNow for Effort Tracking

#PAR #PTB #Water		Due to system configuration where single standby pump supports multiple systems, in case of failure of VFD on more than one system the remaining system will be left without a standby pump. VFD bypass will allow manual operation of the system thus evading extended downtime.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Proposed

		DMND0022427		Replace kicker HV power supplies		5		Ju Wang		PS		Accelerator		$60,000		0								The Maxwell high voltage pulsed power su...		Company is out of business and no vendor...		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Parked

		DMND0038979		Replace ceramic chamber in rf cavities		185		Leonard Morrison		MOM		Accelerator		$25,000		1,920								Replace ceramic chamber in rf cavities
Notes: Need to negotiate with ASD operations. System is PAR, but work will be done by MOM VAC
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF WORK 
Both fundamental and harmonic PAR RF cavities vacuum chambers are assemblies made of stainless steel and aluminum oxide ceramic design. Replacement would need both MOM mechanical and vacuum resources. We expect that the design and fabrication of these chambers will be done under the scope of the RF group. MOM will assist with any vacuum and mechanical effort to get these chambers ready for installation.  After all RF and electrical hazards are removed and LOTO'd, MOM  Mechanical will disassemble each cavity body.  MOM Vacuum will replace the chambers and return the vacuum system to operating conditions. MOM Mechanical will re-assemble each cavity and work the RF group to ensure that the cavity is returned to operating conditions. Note that, the fundamental cavity will be more difficult to work on because of it's design and weight of some component parts.		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE:
ASD to provide the business case.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0042306		Repair kicker PS lost DAC setpoint issue				Ju Wang		PS		Accelerator		$0		0								pulsed magnets: storage ring, booster, BTS				Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0054296		Procure & Install 8kW PAR harmonic amplifier for Ops				Terry Smith		RF		Accelerator		$0		0								This is a Second 8kW PAR harmonic amplifier, similar to PRJ0104008 on the Upgrade side
Replace controller and/or power supplies with modern technology (non-bitbus). Investigate using PS technology being developed for APS-U.

#PAR #rf		Operations requires a backup system, as currently, for both rf systems.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0002926		Replace DI H2O Control System for Linac/Booster/PAR,SR 1 and 2, SR 39 and 40				Eugene Swetin		MOM		Accelerator		$130,000		720		Operations						Replace obsolete Johnson Controls system, wiring, field devices as necessary for Linac, PAR, Booster process water systems.  
Replace obsolete Johnson Controls equipment, wiring, field devices as necessary for SR 39 and 40.

 #Linac #Booster #PAR #SR01 #SR02  #SR39 #SR40		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked

		DMND0002927		Booster DI Water Valve Replacement				Eugene Swetin		MOM		Accelerator		$22,000		280								Replace four radiation damaged DI water isolation valves. Existing valves no longer work and any repair work requires draining the entire Booster water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Existing valves no longer work and any repair work requires draining the entire Booster water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Proposed

		DMND0022415		Upgrade PAR BPM Electronics to allow turn-by-turn capability						DIA		Accelerator		$100,000		0								To allow further development of the Particle Accumulation Ring, new electronics are needed for the Beam Position Monitors to  allow turn-by-turn capability

Per Harkay: Possibly change this to enable averaging and single-turn capability, to replace the need for flags. Also, we may need switchable attenuation for low/high charge operation to enable orbit control.

#PAR		To allow further development of the Particle Accumulation Ring, new electronics are needed for the Beam Position Monitors to  allow turn-by-turn capability		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Parked

		DMND0038945		Replace valves in the Linac and PAR				Eugene Swetin		MOM		Accelerator		$30,000		220								Some header valves are leaking. Replace radiation damaged DI water valves in the Linac and PAR. 

#Linac #PAR #Water #DIWater		 Existing valves no longer work. Some are leaking and any repair work requires draining the entire LINAC and PAR water system resulting in extended down time and waste of expensive DI water. 		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039000		Repair water leak problem in all cooled booster corrector magnets				Eugene Swetin		MOM		Accelerator		$25,000		1,280								Repair water leak problem in all cooled booster corrector magnets
Need to negotiate with ASD operations.
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF WORK		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0053806		Install Harmonic Par 8KW for APS-U				David Meyer		RF		Accelerator		$0		0								Test Circulator & RF Switch removed from Harmonic PAR to full RF power and set aside as Operational high power conditioned spare. Additional Design /Readiness review required before installing 8KW amp into Operations.   Once the 8KW amp is installed into Operations during a shutdown, the Harmonic Cavity should be tested to full RF power early in the shutdown to allow mitigation of Harmonic Cavity issues/problems if required.  (8KW amplifier Paid for by APS-U)
Build new Harmonic test cavity and test to full RF power, design / build new cavity input coupler and test to full RF power. 
Effort needs to be determined in planning: #workshop #apsu #par #ps #infrastructure		Effort Required (High Priority) to commissioning  APSU-provided 8kW amp to full RF power  when it arrives, test harmonic spare RF Switch/Circulator to full RF power ≥ 8kW. Design Review required prior to Installation of a  new 10KW transmission line and  installation of  high power tested spare Circulator / RF Switch into Operations. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow







































































https://argonne.service-now.com/dmn_demand_list.do?sysparm_query=u_division.nameLIKEPSC%5Eactive%3Dtrue%5Eshort_descriptionLIKEPAR%5EORshort_descriptionLIKEBooster%5EORdescriptionLIKEPAR%5EORdescriptionLIKEBooster%5Enumber!%3DDMND0040247%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Eu_area%3DAccelerator%5Enumber!%3DDMND0002932%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0039511%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0038651%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0038715%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0051028%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0053790%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0053793%5EORnumber%3DNULL%5Enumber!%3DDMND0053796%5EORnumber%3DNULL

Injector Timing

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE



		DMND0038586		Replace DG535 Timing Generators				Ned Arnold		CTL		Facility		$80,000		0		Operations						Replace 10 DG535s in critical timing circuits, yielding 10 spares for other places
This can be done incrementally, starting as soon as funding is received
Replacement units (DG645s) are $7000-$9000 each, depending on required options		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0038626		Oscilloscopes for timing and other monitoring				Ned Arnold		CTL		Facility		$100,000		450								Aging oscilloscopes used for routine operation are obsolete and need replaced.  Many models are based on old Windows operating systems and must be included on the "exceptions" list for vulnerable network devices. #IT #Network		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0038647		Upgrade LINAC timing system				Ned Arnold		CTL		Accelerator		$50,000		900								Injection timing system - obsolescence
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AND SCOPE OF WORK

Originally  item #210 in the Ops-APSU Gap register
145    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - new capabilities
210    APS.02.04.01 Control Systems Injection timing system - obsolescence

4/8/19 e-mail from Ned Arnold: I think Demand # 38647 originally referred to the upgrade of the LINAC timing system to replace obsolete equipment and improve the performance for LEA, photocathode gun, and digital LLRF (some day). You can talk to Tony P about his plans.		Need input from all of the other groups.
Current Monitor
BPM electronics
Diagnostics (DIA), Power Systems (PS), Radio Frequency Power systems (RF), Controls (CTL) all have timing system stakeholders		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow













































































https://argonne.service-now.com/dmn_demand_list.do?sysparm_query=u_division.nameLIKEPSC%5Eactive%3Dtrue%5Eshort_descriptionLIKETiming

Network

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE

														$3,710,000		1,518

		DMND0038626		Oscilloscopes for timing and other monitoring				Ned Arnold		CTL		Facility		$100,000		450		Operations						Aging oscilloscopes used for routine operation are obsolete and need replaced.  Many models are based on old Windows operating systems and must be included on the "exceptions" list for vulnerable network devices.		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0041625		Accelerater Beamline Camera and Video Distribution System Digital Upgrade				William Berg		DIA		Accelerator		$0		0								Upgrade all cameras to digital
Identify which cameras need to be high resolution
Implement modern digital video signal distribution system
PROVIDE QUOTATION FOR:
    NUMBER OF CAMERAS AND PRICE PER EA.
    NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE FOR TAKING THE CAMERA SIGNAL.		Digital upgrade is necessary to support modern digital cameras with enhanced resolution for APS-U high charge beam size measurements and LEA high resolution beam size measurements.  The present analog cameras do not provide good enough resolution, obsolete without equivalent replacements other than digital cameras.  To support a suite of digital cameras a video data distribution network with appropriate servers needs to be created to replace the obsolete analog video distribution system.  Lower resolution cameras  need to be upgraded to digital for routine operations and measurements to upgrade the complete system.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0036842		Beamline Sector Network Switch Capacity		2		David Leibfritz		IT		Beamlines		$400,000		0								The Xray beamline and LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited 
number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for beamlines switches at sectors 6, 11, 20 and 29 and an additional high speed switch at these secotrs.  In addition, LOM upgrades for the existing switches at 435 and 436.		Beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed. These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules can be added that run at wire speed also for uplinks.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045796		Beamline CAT LOM Network Switch Upgrade		3		David Leibfritz		IT		Beamlines		$350,000		120								The beamline CAT LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for the LOM switches in 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 and 438.		CAT beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed.  These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules will be added that run at wire speed for uplinks.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0002212		Business Operations Linux Servers		4		Arista Thurman III		IT		Facility		$156,000		214								Critical production services being provided by servers that have reached the of their hardware life cycle.  The APS Splunk (log management and analysis), Network Sniffers (utilized for troubleshooting and infrastructure support), Backup Media server, and virtual servers that provide Controls (subnet 8) services are all hosted on HPE Gen 7 server hardware. There is a total of seven standalone servers some with additional storage requirements and four blade servers that we are targeting for a hardware refresh. 

Included in this request would also be to add a third NetBackup media server to the operations backup environment to address current limitations. If either of the two current media servers is offline for maintenance or a hardware fault a single server is unable to handle the daily backup load. 

		It requires more effort and time to support hardware that is now four generations behind the current HPE server model (Gen 10) servers including vendor support, and day to day 
maintenance. An old unsupported version of Java is required to access the console of these Gen 7 servers which leads to delays in updates and daily support. Proactively adding these server 
resources now will reduce the chances we will experience a significant service outage due to a hardware fault in the future.  

Hardware Requested:
$60K - 4 x HP Gen 10 blade servers (high memory and performance model)
$60K - 5 x DL380 Gen 10 standalone servers with 10G network cards
$32K - 3 x DL360 Gen 10 standalone servers with 10G network and fibre channels cards
=======================
$156,000.00 - Total
		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0023835		Experiment Floor and LOM Wireless Network Upgrade		5		Mary Westbrook		IT		Beamlines		$230,000		200								Includes network PoE switches. Experimental Floor Wireless Network Upgrade:
APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited. 

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Experimental Floor supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points. 

LOM Wireless Network Upgrade:

APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited.

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Lab Office Modules supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points.		In the Lab Office Modules, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.

On the Experimental Floor, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.

The APS has operated an HP Procurve Wireless LAN solution since 2010. HP recently purchased Aruba Networks. HP/Aruba has confirmed that they are selling the Aruba Wireless LAN product line exclusively going forward and are abandoning the HP Procurve Wireless LAN product line. If the APS doesn't upgrade, they risk being in a position of needing support for an obsolete technology.
Once APS WLAN equipment goes EOL on 12/31/2016, APS-IT will no longer be able to provide wireless service in new areas, as we have done in the past, because HPE/Aruba will no longer sell HP Procurve WLAN equipment.
		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0036839		Business Ops Top of Rack Network Upgrade		99		David Leibfritz		IT		Facility		$250,000		0								New servers with 10Gbps interfaces may only connect at 1Gbps.  This will greatly reduce the ability of the server to provide resources. In addition, since the uplinks from the existing top of rack switches only provide 10Gbps, the uplinks can become oversubscribed with 48 x 1Gbps servers connected.  The new top of rack network switches provide 40Gbps uplinks to the core.		Curren't network can't support facility network needs		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0038075		Upgrade Network Cabling Infrastructure in CLO and LOMs		99		David Leibfritz		IT		Facility		$1,000,000		0								The existing copper network-cabling infrastructure is certified to only operate at 1Gbps in the CLO and LOM offices and labs.  To provide connectivity for new high-speed workstations and equipment that can communicate at 10Gbps via copper the cabling infrastructure requires an upgrade.		New workstations, laptops and other equipment with 10Gbps interfaces may only connect at 1Gbps.  This will greatly reduce the ability of the devices to communicate properly.  Each year more and more devices are purchased with 10Gbps standard interfaces that can only connect at 1Gbps currently.  IT cannot provide the desired bandwidth required to these network devices without an upgraded infrastructure.  The existing infrastructure was installed when the CLO and LOMs were originally built in 1995. 		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0023758		Upgrade Business Operations Network Core		99		David Leibfritz		IT		Facility		$250,000		60								The existing Operations networking core is limited on the number of additional 40Gig ports that 
can be added.  New servers are arriving requiring additional 40Gig network ports.  These network switches cannot be upgraded to provide 100Gig uplink ports.  The existing operations core switches can be moved to the beamlines for upgrading those switches. 
		Additional servers and network switches may not have any additional network ports on the  Operations core to connect at 40Gbps. The Operations core will be limited to 40Gbps and cannot be upgraded to 100Gbps uplinks.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0023719		Upgrade Acc. Core Tier 1 & Tier 2 Network Switches for SR		201		David Leibfritz		IT		Accelerator		$530,000		224								Upgrade the Accelerator Core Tier 1 and Tier 2 Network Switches for the Storage Ring
The existing accelerator tier 2 switches only provide 28.8Gbps of bandwidth per slot. Slots that 
have four 10Gig ports are oversubscribed with only 7.2Gbps of bandwidth available per port.  
These 10Gig ports provide the uplinks from the tier 3 switches in the accelerator.  The existing 
switches were installed in 2010 and went end-of-sale in July of 2015.  These switches also 
support 40Gig uplinks form the tier 3 switches and to the tier 1 switches.		Uplink ports from the tier 3 switches and to the tier 1 accelerator switches could become oversubscribed causing delays in network connectivity.  The existing tier 2 accelerator switches cannot provide 40Gig uplink ports and thus no future bandwidth expansion.  Network packets may get dropped on the accelerator network causing loss of network connectivity.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0023686		Upgrade RF & Injector Tier 2 & Tier 3 Network Switches		203		David Leibfritz		IT		Accelerator		$444,000		250								The existing accelerator tier 2 switches only provide 28.8Gbps of bandwidth per slot. Slots that have four 10Gig ports are oversubscribed with only 7.2Gbps of bandwidth available per port.  These 10Gig ports provide the uplinks from the tier 3 switches in the RF and Injector buildings.  The existing switches were installed in 2010 and went end-of-sale in July of 2015.  These switches are not capable of supporting 40Gig uplinks form the tier 1 or tier 3 accelerator switches.
New network switches are needed for the RF and Injector buildings tier 3 to provide power over Ethernet to each port.  Existing switches do not have power over Ethernet and devices are being added to the accelerator that require power.  Currently these devices require a power adapter to operate.  In addition, these new switches provide Precision Time Protocol (PTP) in hardware.  This achieves clock accuracy in the sub-microsecond range which may be required for the APS Upgrade.  These switches also provide an optional 40Gig uplink module.
The existing accelerator tier 3 switches were purchased in 2010 and went end-of-sale in May of 2014.  These switches currently occupy 2U of rack space because of the external redundant power supply.  The new tier 3 switches have the redundant power built into the switch only requiring 1U of rack space.  Some sectors have already exceeded the port capacity of the existing switch and additional switches had to be added. The accelerator rack space is at a premium and the space required to add an additional switch is not always available.  Replacing the existing switches that occupy half the space will provide the port expansion necessary for the future.
		Accelerator network interfaced equipment that requires power will have to purchased with power 
adaptors. PTP is not available on the existing tier 3 switches and cannot be used for the APS 
Upgrade testing and timing.  Rack space may not be available to add an additional network 
switch to provide more network ports.  The existing switches can no longer be purchased and 
any additional network switches added to a rack will require separate uplinks.  The proposed tier 
3 replacement switches can be stacked providing additional ports using the same uplink.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0044498		Upgrade Acc. Core Tier 1 & Tier 2 Network Switches for SR		Accelerator Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure		IT		$160,000		290								Replace old fiber infrastructure and install new single-mode fiber infrastructure capacity.
Upgrade Single Mode Fiber connections between Computer Room D1109 and multiple locations to include ICR, RF, and SR.
		New devices are mostly networked for Reasearch and Development.  Equipment such as Servers, Oscillicopes, Power Supplies, ION Pumps, High Resolution Cameras, Network Swithces, Motor Controllers and such are constantly requiring more networking capabilities and more bandwidth.  Single Mode fiber enables higher bandwidth applications.		Brian Pruitt		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		Accelerator		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES

				Accelerator Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure																						Uplink ports from the tier 3 switches and to the tier 1 accelerator switches could become oversubscribed causing delays in network connectivity.  The existing tier 2 accelerator switches cannot provide 40Gig uplink ports and thus no future bandwidth expansion.  Network packets may get dropped on the accelerator network causing loss of network connectivity.

																										New devices are mostly networked for Reasearch and Development.  Equipment such as Servers, Oscillicopes, Power Supplies, ION Pumps, High Resolution Cameras, Network Swithces, Motor Controllers and such are constantly requiring more networking capabilities and more bandwidth.  Single Mode fiber enables higher bandwidth applications.

		need to do		Beamline Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure.		coordinate with Rob Winarski & Dave Leibfritz																				Accelerator network interfaced equipment that requires power will have to purchased with power 
adaptors. PTP is not available on the existing tier 3 switches and cannot be used for the APS 
Upgrade testing and timing.  Rack space may not be available to add an additional network 
switch to provide more network ports.  The existing switches can no longer be purchased and 
any additional network switches added to a rack will require separate uplinks.  The proposed tier 
3 replacement switches can be stacked providing additional ports using the same uplink.

				Upgrade Business Operations Network Core		nice to have, can be done after dark period																				Existing fiber infrastructure is not capable of supporting high performance networking speeds of 40gbps, 100gbps or higher. The expected big-data from the APS-U beamlines requires high speed networks in order to keep up with the data acquisition and migration.

				Business Ops Top of Rack Network Upgrade		nice to have, can be done after dark period																				Additional servers and network switches may not have any additional network ports on the  Operations core to connect at 40Gbps. The Operations core will be limited to 40Gbps and cannot be upgraded to 100Gbps uplinks.

				Upgrade Network Cabling Infrastructure in CLO and LOMs																						Curren't network can't support facility network needs		not tied to upgrade, may be part of IS infrastructure projects (John Connely).  Lab MAY pay for this

																										New workstations, laptops and other equipment with 10Gbps interfaces may only connect at 1Gbps.  This will greatly reduce the ability of the devices to communicate properly.  Each year more and more devices are purchased with 10Gbps standard interfaces that can only connect at 1Gbps currently.  IT cannot provide the desired bandwidth required to these network devices without an upgraded infrastructure.  The existing infrastructure was installed when the CLO and LOMs were originally built in 1995. 





























































Metrology

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE

		0		0		0		0		0		0		$540,000		320

		DMND0024787		B401/L0120 X-ray Topo Unit Upgrade		30		XianRong Huang		OPT		Beamlines		$270,000		320		Operations						Scope: Replace the defunct Rigaku rotating anode and purchase a new detector.
Costs and Effort: $270K, 2 month FTE
Benefit: Essential for rocking curve imaging/strain mapping of crystals. Critical during the APS shutdowns and dark time and for routine measurements not requiring high flux.

		The powerful 18 kW X-ray rotating-anode source is especially advantageous for testing various crystal optics at APS as such activities (including optics diagnostic, maintenance, refurbishment, improvement, and replacement) are mainly carried out during the APS shutdown time when synchrotron beams are not available. Therefore, although we have partially duplicate the rocking curve imaging capabilities at beamline 1-BM in recent years, the beam time is very limited and it is difficult to fill emergency work requests at 1-BM without pre-scheduling or during the shutdown time. 

Furthermore, we expect that for the upcoming APS Upgrade, most of the existing and new beamlines will install new or refurbished crystal optics. Meanwhile, during the transition from APS to APS-U, we will have a long shutdown period. These two scenarios will lead to heavy workload as well as new capability requirements for the Topo Unit. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045407		Replace Fizeau Interferometer		25		Lahsen Assoufid		OPT		Beamlines		$150,000		0								What work needs to be done? Break it down into manageable tasks.		Why do you need it		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness				XSD		Draft

		DMND0046199		Long Trace Profiler Upgrade		9		Lahsen Assoufid		OPT		Beamlines		$120,000		0								Upgrade the LTP to measure mirrors for APS-U		The LTP needs to be upgraded so we can measure x-ray mirrors with high resolution in vertical orientation and downward facing horizontal orientation. The upgrade requires integrating  stitching capability into the LTP and a new 2-d sensor.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft



		LINK to live list in ServiceNow













































































https://argonne.service-now.com/dmn_demand_list.do?sysparm_query=u_division.nameLIKEPSC%5Eactive%3Dtrue%5Eu_exec_group%3Dce250b656f7dde407f395965bd3ee4cd

Beamlines

		DEMAND		NAME		ORDER		PROJECT MANAGER		GROUP		AREA		PROPOSED
BUDGET
(UNLOADED)		TOTAL
PROPOSED
HOURS		BUCKET		NEEDED		CONSEQUENCES IF NOT DONE		DESCRIPTION		Business case		Category		Portfolio		Division		STATE

		0		0		0		0		0		0		$12,494,000		35,891

		DMND0050525		50525 Tools for Nanopositioning Lab				Deming Shu		ADM		Beamlines		$214,000		0								CD-2 review led to supplemental DOE funding for the nano-positioning support lab. Unloaded proposal was for $500K so $612K is the fully loaded amount.  DOE allocated $350K under KC04102 in FWP #60300; Ops needs to add $262K ($214k unloaded). The budget listed in this Demand is for the (unloaded) Ops contribution.

Procurement includes these five items, as specified in the attached proposal:
     SmarAct PicoScale with radial run-out and wobble measurement tools ($69.5 K)
     SmarAct PicoScan Vibrometer for miniaturized devices vibration analysis ($67.8 K)
     Keyence VK-X 3D laser scanning confocal microscope ($150.5K)
     Keyence VR wide-area 3D measurement system (99.6 K)
     Control system for a nanopositioning fast feedback test bed ($112.6 K)

Suggest WBS area is APS03050201N under APS.03.05.02 Nanopositioning Support Labs		Using new commercially available metrology tools, such as a laser scanning confocal microscope, the mechanical metrology process for rotary stages, tip-tilting stages, and goniometers can be done much more accurately and efficiently. These tools will provide more efficient metrology support for the development of new types of rotary and tip-tilting nanopositioning stages. [See attached proposal]		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Proposed

		DMND0039868		Beamline sample environment upgrades		200		Mike Fisher		BI		Beamlines		$0		0								(check w/MED, this is more likely to be the BI group, not MED)		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0002187		conceptual design for canting 9-ID		500				CMS		Beamlines		$0		1,600								Develop a conceptual design that would make it possible to cant 9-ID for the USAXS and BNP programs. This will double the available beamtime for both communities.				IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045644		Purchase of Eiger2 X 9M detector for 12-ID-B		12				CMS		Beamlines		$1,627,000		0								See attachment				IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045668		Quick EXAFS mono upgrade for 12BM; high throughput spectroscopy beamline		28				CMS		Beamlines		$70,000		100								See attachment				IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0038802		New ID Functionality: Synchronize Gap Scanning with Acquisition				Ned Arnold		CTL		Beamlines		$100,000		450								Synchronize insertion device gap scanning with experiment data acquisition		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0051405		Move S35-BM Photon Diagnostics Beamline				Kent Wootton		DIA		Beamlines		$50,000		580								Move the S35 BM Beamline similar to other BM beamlines which need to be moved for the MBA ring installation.  Replace misc. optical components to enhance streak camera and bunch purity measurements for MBA upgrade.
Schedule depends on when APS-U is moving all of the other BM beamlines. Should be done at the same time, but is not included in APS-U scope.		Need to move before or as part of the upgrade in order to have a streak camera capability and bunch purity measurement capabitlity for the MBA lattice ops		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0051408		New electronics for BM X-Ray BPMs 				Michael Hahne		DIA		Beamlines		$400,000		960								Could, in principle, use the old electronics. The newer electronics have both fast and slow data rates.
Most work by CTL and DIA, assume this will be done during the dark period
2 ea. BPMs per BM FE est. $10k on approximately 20 BM beamlines, so est. $400,000		BM beamlines will not have fast beam position information if these are not replaced.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		ASD		Draft

		DMND0045439		Detector for 6.5(+)MHz full frame imaging		2		Francesco De Carlo		IMG		Beamlines		$265,000		0								Procurement of a detector for 6.5(+)MHz full frame imaging.		The high-speed program at 32-ID has pioneered the use of white beam from an undulator source to do ultrafast phase-contrast x-ray imaging achieving exposure times down to 100 ps (single pulse) and repetition rate up to 10 MHz. To be able to expand this highly demanded technique utilizing the available GUP time at DCS we propose to acquire a new state-of-art high speed imaging detector. (Shimadzu Hyper Vision HPV-X2 High-Speed Video Camera $265k)
		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0045447		High-energy multilayer optics for high-resolution tomography		40		Francesco De Carlo		IMG		Beamlines		$0		600								High-energy multilayer optics for high-resolution tomography		As dedicated micro-tomography beamline, 2-BM aims to provide state-of-art full-field imaging capabilities to serve a broad user community ranging from geosciences, material science&engineering, to industrial applications. High-energy x-ray tomography capability is highly desired for these applications. We currently use filtered white beam for high-energy tomography applications, which is sufficient for time dependent application but is not ideal for high-resolution high-sensitivity applications.  The desires of such applications come from additive material manufacturing and energy storage material research communities from academia to industry. It is therefore highly desirable to have high-energy high-resolution x-ray tomography capability at the APS to better serve these user communities. To address this issue here we propose to fabricate high-energy multilayer monochromators using Dr. Ray Conley's in-house deposition facility. Multilayer optics for high-energy applications will be required by the APS Upgrade, but currently there is no such optics developed at the APS. This project will help to establish such fabrication capability at APS and will benefit the APS Upgrade in the future.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0045450		32-ID Horizontal Diffracting DCM		50				IMG		Beamlines		$325,000		0								New horizontally diffracting double crystal monochromator for 32-ID		The TXM at 32-ID is the only instrument performing full-field nano-tomography at APS. It is world leading in term of spatial resolution (sub-20nm) and perform routine fast nano-tomography with 40-50 nm spatial resolution. This technique requires a high level of monochromaticity provided by a cryogenically cooled DCM Si (111). Due to the long lever arm between the DCM and the instrument, vibrations of the old Kozhu DCM have a strong impact on the flat field images (intensity and feature variations) and makes XANES experiments (very popular on the SLAC TXM for instance) nearly impossible. The DCM also goes through periods where instabilities increase strongly. To address this issue, we propose to purchase a brand new ultra-stable H-DCM from FMB Oxford or IDT that are both well proven design. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0012485		Adobe Flex 4.6 Upgrade		35		Arvind Ramanathan		IS		Beamlines		$144,000		0								The Adobe Flex 3.0 SDK is used in developing the web calendar interface of the APS Beamline Scheduling System.  According to Adobe products and Enterprise Technical Support policy, Adobe Flex 3.0 is ending the extended support now. We need to upgrade Flex 3.0 to its current version Flex 4.6 or replace it with different technology.  Beamline Scheduling System is a critical business application, which provides APS beamline administrators and users the functions to review the APS Run schedule, arrange beamline activities, and find user and experiment information.		Beamline Scheduling System is a critical business application, which provides APS beamline administrators and users the functions to review the APS Run schedule, arrange beamline activities, and find user and experiment information.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0012550		Replace Oracle SQR module in APS Information Management Systems		35		Arvind Ramanathan		IS		Beamlines		$96,000		0								Oracle SQR module has been widely used in programming the APS Oracle applications and system scripts.  It provides comprehensive enterprise reporting capabilities through a graphical report creation environment and a powerful 4GL reporting language (called SQR) for advanced reporting and data processing. We have been using SQR module to create formatted reports and using it as CGI to interact with scripting languages. 
The Oracle SQR module software is approaching the end of life. We need to replace the Oracle SQR with different business intelligence products.		The Oracle SQR module software is approaching the end of life. We need to replace the Oracle SQR with different business intelligence products.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0012563		Implement modern business intelligence and data warehouse for APS Beamlines and Operations		35		Xuli Wu		IS		Beamlines		$96,000		0								We will acquire modern business intelligence platforms and tools to empower APS  for  the easy  interpretation of collected APS business data, identifying new opportunities and implementing  effective solutions to support the APS mission and goals. 

We will investigate both SQL and NoSQL tools to manage APS business data, meta data, and operational data.				Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked

		DMND0012607		Implement modern enterprise application architecture for APS business software development		35		Xuli Wu		IS		Beamlines		$144,000		0								In order to rapidly respond to APS business needs with effective and efficient software tools, we need to move to modern enterprise application frameworks with the best industry standards. We will adopt the best practices to develop user-friendly, reliable, secured, and scalable business software with innovative technologies, including  databases,  Spring MVC, OAuth2, HTML5, Angular JavaScript,  PrimeNG, and etc. We plan to implement a loosely coupled component architecture to support the various types of  the APS business needs.		The new architecture will greatly improve the cyber security of the APS web applications used by APS Users and Beamlines.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Parked

		DMND0023820		Additional disks for Voyager DDN storage system		99		Roger Sersted		IT		Beamlines		$340,000		80								The Voyager DDN storage system has 10 90-bay enclosures with each enclosure holding 43 12TB disks.  This provides 4.1PB of usable storage.  There is room to add 47 drives per enclosure, 470 drives across the 10 enclosures.  When fully populated, 900 drives, Voyager will provide approximately 8.5PB of usable storage.  Another reason to add drives is to increase disk I/O throughput.

Business Case:
As faster detectors are being used, it is imperative the Voyager system can keep up with not only the volume of data, but have the I/O throughput to ingest data at higher rates.  Also, as one sector would be writing to Voyager, another sector could be transferring from Voyager to a cluster for analysis.  
Hardware Requested:
• 470 12TB disk drives 
• Expand usable storage from 4.1PB to 8.5PB
• Increase I/O throughput to approximately 60GB/s (per DDN datasheet)
o The 60GB/s is an aggregate speed from parallel I/O requests
o Actual throughput is dependent on many factors
• Total - $340,000
		As datasets continue to grow, larger and faster storage will be required.  Without a place to put their data, in-situ beamline analysis can't be done.  As the hardware gets past five years old, the risk of service interruption due to hardware failure increases.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0023835		Experiment Floor and LOM Wireless Network Upgrade		5		Mary Westbrook		IT		Beamlines		$230,000		200								Includes network PoE switches. Experimental Floor Wireless Network Upgrade:
APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited. 

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Experimental Floor supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points. 

LOM Wireless Network Upgrade:

APS is currently using 2010 technology 802.11n wireless controllers and access points. The wireless access points are becoming unreliable and beginning to fail at an alarming rate. Support for the outdated equipment is requiring administrator intervention on a daily basis. Over half of the access points (155/238) are dual radio 150 Mbps/radio limited.

Currently, wireless devices are being equipped with 802.11ac gigabit wireless capable network interface hardware. However, these devices must function at 802.11n 150 Mbps on the APS network. The Lab Office Modules supports engineers, scientists, operations staff and administrators and a host of visitors whose aggregated traffic would benefit from increased wireless throughput on each access point radio.

HPE/Aruba has now announced and end-of-life date for the HP Procurve WLAN equipment APS is currently using: 12/31/2016. Although HPE/Aruba will continue to provide technical support for another 3 years, after 12/31/2016, APS will not be able to purchase additional (compatible) wireless controllers or access points. #Network		In the Lab Office Modules, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.

On the Experimental Floor, aggregate wireless client network throughput will be limited to 150 Mbps/AP-radio, even though many clients are gigabit wireless capable. Wireless service will continue to be unreliable and access points will continue to fail at an alarming rate. Users report poor wireless performance in some areas, which APS-IT can only address one at a time using spares. This has the same effect as applying a Band-Aid with a tourniquet is required.

The APS has operated an HP Procurve Wireless LAN solution since 2010. HP recently purchased Aruba Networks. HP/Aruba has confirmed that they are selling the Aruba Wireless LAN product line exclusively going forward and are abandoning the HP Procurve Wireless LAN product line. If the APS doesn't upgrade, they risk being in a position of needing support for an obsolete technology.
Once APS WLAN equipment goes EOL on 12/31/2016, APS-IT will no longer be able to provide wireless service in new areas, as we have done in the past, because HPE/Aruba will no longer sell HP Procurve WLAN equipment.
		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0024672		Xray Tape Library Capacity Increase		205		David Wallis		IT		Beamlines		$105,000		14								In August 2016, the Xray backup tape library, a Sun/Oracle/StorageTek SL500, reached 100% of its capacity. As Xray beamline data continue to grow, the rate at which new tapes need to be added has increased. As the SL500 is past end-of-purchase, we can no longer upgrade tape drives, and the tape capacityis at its maximum.The StorageTek library was replaced with an HP Enterprise MSL6480 library with four modules, four LTO7 tape drives and 320 tape slots. The four modules are now 100% full, and additional tape drives are needed to keep up with the data volume.Additional tape storage capacity is required to allow XSD beamline data to be fully backed up according to the APS and XSD data backup policy.
Additionally, the three oldest servers for the Xray backup function are nearing end of life, and need to bereplaced. We propose replacing them with the latest hardware generation of the same server model.
***SUPPORTS NETAPP UPGRADES THAT WERE DONE IN FY19***		With all tape slots full, no more tapes can be added to the library, which will soon cause backup tasks to fail because there is no space to store the backups in the library. Failure to add additional tape drives will result in increased time to move data from staging disk to tape, which causes the staging storage devices to fill up and cause backup tasks to fail. Not upgrading the servers incurs the risk of lower reliability as they get older, as well as compressing the available time frame for replacement as they near end of vendor support. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0024674		Xray NetApp Storage Performance Improvements		99		David Wallis		IT		Beamlines		$125,000		12								We are currently in the process of migrating to the newest generation of beamline data storage on a 4-node NetApp storage appliance. In 2015, small data sectors were migrated from local storage on their sector "dserv" server, while the large data sectors remained on older SAS-attached 
storage connected to a physical server, since the initial NetApp build-out did not have sufficient storage space for the large data users. In 2016, we added two more controller nodes and additional storage, enough to begin moving the large data sectors to the appliance.  Budget and storage volume requirements led us to an initial NetApp configuration comprising all SATA drives, which are larger in size and less expensive, but at the cost of somewhat lower performance.Now that we are moving sectors with more challenging data rates, we are anticipating a need to add some increased performance options to the NetApp appliance. We are proposing adding one storage expansion tray to each pair of controller nodes, configured with a mixof solid state drives (SSD) and 10K RPM SAS drives. This will allow us to build a layered approach to data storage, and enable us to match the storage system performance to the needs of each beamline. Only the high data rate sectors would need the higher performance storage layers, reducing the quantity and cost of the expensive storage devices.		Engineering and installing the higher performance data storage options now, before the need for increased performance is dire, allows us to be prepared for demanding data storage needs, and able to respond to them much more quickly than if we wait until the need is identified to begin the process, especially since upgrades of this nature can only be installed during a shutdown.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0028998		Xray Virtual Server System Refresh  Phase 1		202		David Wallis		IT		Beamlines		$200,000		56								The Xray Virtual Server system comprises two HP Enterprise C7000 blade server chassis with redundant interconnect modules, and, as of late 2018, 20 BL460 blade servers of three hardware generations. The two chassis are configured in a highly available redundant/failover configuration, ensuring that virtual servers (VMs) remain reliably online during beamline operations even in the event of an incident that renders one of the chassis unusable.
  
The current Xray blade chassis virtual environment consists of 20 blade servers that provide approximately 120 virtual machines hosting the following applications:           
• Dserv cluster (6 blades):
o Sector dserv VMs
o Data management VMs
• CAT dserv cluster (2 blades):
o CAT sector dserv VMs
o CAT data management VMs
• General purpose cluster (2 blades):
o XSD web/database servers
o IOC Console server
o Authentication servers for Globus tools
o Beamline scheduling application
o Email and logging servers
• BCDA cluster (2 blades):
o Per-sector workstation VMs for BCDA development and beamline services
• DM (Data Management) cluster (2 blades)
o Per-end station VMs for managing beamline data and moving it between the point of collection and the APS large storage system
• Xstor GPFS storage system (6 blades):
o GPFS file system metadata and storage blades
o Globus data transfer nodes (DTNs)
o Development/management		The existing HPE C7000 class of hardware used for the Xray Virtual Server system is nearing end-of-life, and the chassis are no longer orderable, and the current generation of blade servers will be the last version produced for this system. As it will likely take several years to replace both chassis and 20 blade servers, it is imperative that we start the process well before the end of support is announced. The new HPE Synergy frames will be supported for a minimum of 20 years, ensuring that the investment in the new hardware will be supported by the vendor for a considerable length of time.

The Synergy system is fully compatible with the existing storage and networking infrastructure, as well as being compatible with the Virtual Server management system used at the APS (Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization).

Virtually all servers that support XSD beamline operation have been converted to VMs, making this system a critical piece of the beamline support infrastructure. 
		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0036842		Beamline Sector Network Switch Capacity		2		David Leibfritz		IT		Beamlines		$400,000		0								The Xray beamline and LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited 
number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for beamlines switches at sectors 6, 11, 20 and 29 and an additional high speed switch at these sectors.  In addition, LOM upgrades for the existing switches at 435 and 436. #Network		Beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed. These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules can be added that run at wire speed also for uplinks.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0037377		Xray Virtual Server System Refresh Phase 2		99		David Wallis		IT		Beamlines		$200,000		110								The Xray Virtual Server system comprises two HP Enterprise C7000 blade server chassis with redundant interconnect modules, and, as of late 2018, 20 BL460 blade servers of three hardware generations. The two chassis are configured in a highly available redundant/failover configuration, ensuring that virtual servers (VMs) remain reliably online during beamline operations even in the event of an incident that renders one of the chassis unusable.
  
The current Xray blade chassis virtual environment consists of 20 blade servers that provide approximately 120 virtual machines hosting the following applications:           
• Dserv cluster (6 blades):
o Sector dserv VMs
o Data management VMs
• CAT dserv cluster (2 blades):
o CAT sector dserv VMs
o CAT data management VMs
• General purpose cluster (2 blades):
o XSD web/database servers
o IOC Console server
o Authentication servers for Globus tools
o Beamline scheduling application
o Email and logging servers
• BCDA cluster (2 blades):
o Per-sector workstation VMs for BCDA development and beamline services
• DM (Data Management) cluster (2 blades)
o Per-end station VMs for managing beamline data and moving it between the point of collection and the APS large storage system
• Xstor GPFS storage system (6 blades):
o GPFS file system metadata and storage blades
o Globus data transfer nodes (DTNs)
o Development/management
		The existing HPE C7000 class of hardware used for the Xray Virtual Server system is nearing end-of-life, and the chassis are no longer orderable, and the current generation of blade servers will be the last version produced for this system. As it will likely take several years to replace both chassis and 20 blade servers, it is imperative that we start the process well before the end of support is announced. The new HPE Synergy frames will be supported for a minimum of 20 years, ensuring that the investment in the new hardware will be supported by the vendor for a considerable length of time.

The Synergy system is fully compatible with the existing storage and networking infrastructure, as well as being compatible with the Virtual Server management system used at the APS (Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization).

Virtually all servers that support XSD beamline operation have been converted to VMs, making this system a critical piece of the beamline support infrastructure. 
		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0044573		Beamline Single Mode Fiber Infrastructure.		99		Brian Pruitt		IT		Beamlines		$630,000		300								Replace old fiber infrastructure and add new fiber infrastructure capacity.
Upgrade Single Mode Fiber connections between Computer Room D1109 and multiple locations to include LOM 431, 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437, 438, 438F, and all floor sector switches from Sector 1 through Sector 35.
***THIS CAN BE BROKEN INTO A MULTIYEAR PROJECT WITH THE FEATURE BEAMLINES AT TOP URGENCY***		Existing fiber infrastructure is not capable of supporting high performance networking speeds of 40gbps, 100gbps or higher. The expected big-data from the APS-U beamlines requires high speed networks in order to keep up with the data acquisition and migration.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045796		Beamline CAT LOM Network Switch Upgrade		3		David Leibfritz		IT		Beamlines		$350,000		120								The beamline CAT LOM network switches require upgrades to support new detectors and servers running at speeds 10Gbps and higher.  The existing network switches have a limited number of available 10Gbps ports that are not capable of running at wire speed.   This upgrade includes upgrades for the LOM switches in 432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 437 and 438. #Network		CAT beamlines are upgrading their detectors and servers with 10Gbps and soon 40Gbps interfaces to support higher data rates.  The provide connectivity for these new beamline devices the network switches require upgrades. The existing network switches don't have the capacity to support additional 10Gbps ports and the existing ports are not running at wire speed.  These switches were purchased in 2008 and the upgraded model of these switches supports 8 x 10Gig ports per module running at line speed.  In addition, 2 x 40Gig port modules will be added that run at wire speed for uplinks.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Awaiting Review

		DMND0039197		X-Ray Sample Systems Development		75		Patric Den Hartog		MED		Beamlines		$100,000		2,000								Recent advances in 3D printing technology have opened up many ways of producing complex parts using novel materials that were not possible a decade back. The simplest example is the 3D printed sample holder for the Small Angle X-ray Scattering characterization tool. The complex requirements of the X-ray experiments seldom challenging to designed and fabricate the sample holder, however using 3D printing technology, it is now possible to produce such devices. At the APS sector 5, 7, 9, 12, and 20 are using 3D printed sample holder and flow cells with added capabilities of X-ray filters, temperature control, flow control, application of electric potential and being able to manipulate the grazing incident angle. The biggest challenge the users are facing is – the sample holder is transparent to the X-rays that make it difficult to see in radiography mode. The proposed work will utilize the photopolymer and nanomaterials to produce X-ray absorbent 3D printing polymer. The developed material will be used to produce the sample holder that will absorb the X-rays. The development of photopolymerized nanocomposite-ink requires a basic understanding of photopolymerization chemistry and nanomaterials. We have a tabletop 3D printer that can print CAD model utilizing UV light.  For the biological application, we are exploring materials and techniques of producing 3D material ink/thermoplastics polymer composite with electrolytes and biomolecules that can provide breeding sites for biological tissue to grow and arrange in a bottom-up manner. 3d-printed petri-dish or sample holder with functionalized polymers with friendly biomolecules made explicitly for the biological samples can provide a rapid characterization for the biomolecules such as protein, bacterial culture, peptides, DNA.		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		R&D		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039207		Acoustic Levitator Sample Chamber		75		Patric Den Hartog		MED		Beamlines		$150,000		3,500								We proposed to develop acoustic levitator based sample manipulation systems with accessories to apply external stimuli that can provide a robust system for X-ray science community to perform a variety of experiments using contamination-free and container-less experimental apparatus. In the last four years, we have developed a solid understanding of this phenomenon and also constructed several devices by supporting 20+ undergraduate students from MSOE, Milwaukee and also partially using LDRD funding. With developed understanding from existing efforts, the device can levitate multiple nodes stably with nanoliter of milliliter size liquid droplets. The provision for changing various environmental stimuli often demanded by the advanced user. The current state of the levitator provides levitation in the open air – an uncontrolled manner. We are proposing to further develop the capabilities of the instrument by building a surrounding chamber that can help the researcher to do experiments at variable pressures. Such chamber will provide excellent environmental control to do biological to high-temperature research in inert as well as a reactive gas environment.
Moreover, the development of piezo-actuated nozzles is necessary to generate a variety of droplet sizes. 1D, 2D, or 3D droplets array can be advanced vertically and maneuvered in the desired direction on demand by phase shifting the acoustic wave. Thus, displacing the position of each node uniformly and maintaining synchronization with the x-ray source required the development of sophisticated feedback control system. 
		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		R&D		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039852		BL Control system upgrades I		100		Stefan Vogt		MIC		Beamlines		$0		0								BL Control system upgrades I of II		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0039858		Upgrade beamline EPS systems		75		Stefan Vogt		MIC		Beamlines		$0		0								Upgrade beamline EPS systems		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0039864		BL Control system upgrades II		100		Stefan Vogt		MIC		Beamlines		$0		0								BL Control system upgrades II of II		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0039866		Replace mirror systems		100		Stefan Vogt		MIC		Beamlines		$0		0								non-enhanced blines (how many, how much, urgency, etc.)		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Draft

		DMND0042836		LensAFM for 3D coherent imaging		3		Ross Harder		MIC		Beamlines		$70,000		0								3D coherent imaging of nano-mechanical manipulation of materials.
Purchase a LensAFM system from NanoSurf for direct attachment to the current in-situ optical microscope at 34-ID-C to enable 3D coherent imaging of strain during nano-indentation and nano-mechanical manipulations.
See attached 		Bragg coherent diffraction imaging (BCDI) enables 3D imaging of strain with 10e-4 sensitivity and nanoscale resolution.  An area of tremendous opportunity is the direct visualization of strains induced by nano-mechanical interaction with a sample.  Such investigations could lead to better understanding of properties like the flexo-photovoltaic effect, where normally in-efficient PV materials (like STO) show remarkably enhanced PV efficiency when a point force is used to induce a strain gradient in the material close to the surface[1].  Another example is the "Smaller is stronger" notion that there is a dramatic strain hardening effect in materials as there dimensions shrink to the nanoscale.  A recent article in Materials Research Letters suggests that this tenet can be replaced by a "smaller is weaker" regime as surface diffusion and thermally activated surface dislocations can nucleate, replacing plastic deformations within the volume of the nanomaterial [2].  BCDI is uniquely able to image these types of samples in 3D to gain an understanding of the local structural and strain effects that give rise to these unique properties on the nanoscale. 
34-ID-C is the most capable instrument in the world for Bragg Coherent Imaging.  There are several groups in the world attempting to conduct these types of experiments with only marginal success due to the lack of dedicated setups[3].  34-ID-C is unique in the world in this regard.  We have exceptional BCDI instrumentation with the required stability, in-situ microscope and x-ray optics, diffractometer and detector for detailed nanoscale imaging.  With an AFM integrated with the already present microscope, we will turn tour-de-force experiments to study nanoscale effects from direct mechanical manipulations into routine imaging experiments.
A complete LensAFM system from Nanosurf Corp. is quoted at $66,815 including installation and training by Nanosurf engineers(quote attached).  This cost also includes the Nanosurf advanced spectroscopy option that enables force-displacement measurements which we will use to correlate with the observed effects in nano-materials during in-situ loading.  The LensAFM brochure is also attached.

1. Yang et al. (2018) Science  25 May Vol. 360, Issue 6391, pp. 904-907 DOI: 10.1126/science.aan3256
2. Q.-J. Li and E. Ma, "When 'smaller is stronger' no longer holds," Materials Research Letters, vol. 6, no. 5, pp. 283–292, Mar. 2018.
3. Ren, Z., et al. (2014). J. Synchrotron Rad. 21, 1128-1133 doi:10.1107/S1600577514014532		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC FY19 Demands		XSD		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0019302		19302 In-Vacuum Kappa Diffractometer 		75		Deming Shu		MM		Beamlines		$75,000		0								This M&S Project is to procure the remaining stages needed to complete the assembly of an in-vacuum kappa diffractometer for UHV resonant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS) at 29ID. The design of the kappa diffractometer was already carried out by Deming Shu and colleagues. A few of the rotation stages have already been procured. The remaining rotation and translation stages will be procured under this project request. The kappa diffractometer will be assembled in-house and commissioned by IEX staff.		This project seeks to replace a failed UHV Kappa diffractometer in the resonant soft x-ray scattering branch of the IEX beamline. The design and construction of the original diffractometer was the responsibility of one of our Collaborative Development Team (CDT) members, using NSF funds. As it turns out, the design was plagued with problems that prevented operation anywhere near design specifications (e.g. rotation stages will not move under vacuum). APS engineers tried their best to "patch" the faulty design but this approach did not yield positive results.  Eventually the diffractometer suffered catastrophic failure and had to be decomissioned. Replacement of this diffractometer with a newly designed kappa is needed to fulfill the mission of this beamline. A timely replacement was strongly endorsed in a recent review of the IEX beamline by the APS Scientific Advisory Committee.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Parked

		DMND0024712		Replace obsolete capacitors in S6 pulsed power supply with state-of-the-art self-healing capacitors 		40				MM		Beamlines		$0		0								Technical and Scientific Justification
This proposal is for a permanent replacement of aging capacitors with modern capacitors for a safer operation with an increased performance. This proposal envisions self-healing capacitors with a graceful end of life. Such capacitors are designed to gradually lose their capacitance over their life time, with a minimum of 100000 (one hundred thousand) shots at their maximum operating voltage (10kV). In our current application, this may translate into practically a fail-safe mode of operation (see attached datasheet), in particular below 8kV. They are green in their construction in that Canola oil is used as a dielectric medium, eliminating a primary source of chemical hazard in capacitors as pointed out by original manufacturer (Aerovox). As a part of this update total capacitance of the bank will also increase to 20mF within the same rack located inside the experimental hutch, eliminating any mechanical, electrical, operational, and safety, complications with a multi-rack alternative for such an upgrade. It is noted that the capacitor-bank circuitry including HV SCR switches, crowbar diode, and relays, was engineered for 10kV, 1600 kJ operation; so, this update will still keep the bank well below its maximum design specifications.

Instead of increasing total inductive load of the circuit, a higher capacitance allows pulsed-field generation at lower voltages for the same peak current providing more safety margin. A two-fold increase of capacitance will lead to: (1) an increase of the start-to-finish duration of pulsed (half-sine) currents up to ~15 ms;  (2) a lower dB/dt (due to an increased half-rise time) to reduce eddy-current induced vibrations that adversely affect x-ray measurements; (3) efficient use of readily available slower frame-rate (~1KHz or less) state-of-the-art detectors at the APS; and (4) an improved signal statistics in every field pulse by increasing peak-field dwell time to ~1ms without sacrificing field resolution.

Scope of Work
The primary work is to replace all 32 obsolete capacitors with new self-healing capacitors. The new capacitors are of identical form factor and designed for 10kV operation like the old ones. However, they weigh less; so, they can be readily swapped in without any modifications/machining of mechanical parts and using existing electrical connections.  A second HV charger from TDK-Lambda will be installed to keep the charging time the same as before for a given peak-field generation. Finally, an additional safety control switch to electrically ground the bank using 110V relay will be added. 

Quotations
Two quotations from Aerovox and NWL are attached along with specifications. Aerovox, the manufacturer of existing capacitors, also produced original drawings of these capacitors.		There are 6 active GUPs by 5 independent groups with a total of 9 weeks (162 shifts) of beamtime requiring the use of pulsed magnet.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0027862		Gas loading system (UChicago design)		19		Gilberto Fabbris		MM		Beamlines		$320,000		0								System to load gases in diamond anvil cells at pressure up to 200 MPa. Clamping mechanism for  diamond anvil cell (DAC) sealing permits nearly every type of DAC to be used. An online Ruby fluorescence and video imaging system allow monitoring pressure and gasket deformation in-situ as the DAC is sealed. System includes safety interlocks and computer control for safe and easy operation. The system will be delivered assembled and tested (turn key), and will undergo safety review at APS prior to operation.		Gas loading is a critical component of high pressure experiments requiring quasi-hydrostatic pressure conditions. High pressure programs at XSD beamlines have grown exponentially over the past decade. A total of 12 sectors have supported 80 independent user groups and produced 127 publications in the past 5 years. About 22 weeks of beamtime is allocated to HP experiments per cycle at XSD beamlines. This number is expected to continue to grow. The most hydrostatic pressure media are gas (He, Ar, Ne) and XSD has relied on a COMPRESS-funded gas loading system located at GSE-CARS. Over the past couple of years the demand for this gas loading facility has increased to the point that XSD users have lost significant amount of beam time waiting for access to this facility. While occasional use of the GSE-CARS facility was acceptable when XSD programs were being initiated, the explosive growth of these programs over the past 5 years makes it unsustainable for XSD to rely on GSE-CARS to provide this vital resource for XSD operations.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045648		Off-line Ruby system in support of XSD high pressure programs		13		Daniel Haskel		MM		Beamlines		$35,000		0								State of the art Ruby fluorescence system for offline pressure calibration and imaging of gasket hole/sample space in high pressure experiments using diamond anvil cells. System includes laser, fiber-coupled spectrometer, optics (focusing lenses, beam expander, filters and beam splitters), CCD camera, visible light source, high resolution motorized translation stages, optics, and laser enclosure to convert class IIIb system to Class I system. System will be placed on experimental floor or adjacent lab for easy user access. 		XSD high pressure programs have grown significantly over the past 5 years. XSD beamlines across 11 sectors support a total of 22 weeks of beamtime per cycle, averaging 2 experiments per week. These experiments are carried out by 80 independent user groups who produced 127 publications over the past 5 years (statistics collected from 18 stakeholders that participated in strategic planning meeting Nov 17, 2017- summary slides from this meeting were made available to XSD management). XSD users rely on support facilities at HP-CAT and GSE-CARS to carry out their experiments at XSD beamlines. The increased volume of XSD users has been adding strain to CAT facilities and their support staff, and access to HP-CAT facilities by XSD users has seen some new restrictions. In order for XSD high pressure programs to prosper and become most efficient and productive XSD needs to develop its own lab support infrastructure. A state of the art off-line Ruby system easily access on the experimental floor or adjacent labs is one of three critical systems needed in a dedicated XSD high pressure support lab (the others are a gas loading system and a laser drilling system). During one experiment, a user may need to access an offline Ruby system 20 times or more (most XSD beamlines do not have online Ruby systems). 		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs		PSC FY19 Demands		XSD		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0045757		Compact LEED for 29-ID IEX ARPES System		7		Jessica McChesney		MM		Beamlines		$40,000		0								A commercially available compact low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) system, which integrates into an existing ARPES instrument at the IEX beamline. The system allows quick orientation of samples for angle-resolved measurements of electronic band structure, and provides a way for in-situ characterization of sample quality.		The ARPES instrument at the IEX beamline at S29 is now fully operational and its user program is ramping up. To determine sample orientation, which is necessary for momentum resolved measurements, the current setup requires measuring a full Fermi map taking about 2 hours per sample. A typical experiment (5-6 days) uses 8-10 samples so about a full day of beamtime is spent just to determine the sample orientations. A new, commercially available compact LEED (low energy electron diffraction) system can be integrated into the existing ARPES chamber and used for sample alignment in minutes instead of hours, saving significant beamtime. This will bring the ARPES instrument to a more competitive state and result in more efficient use of beamtime which will impact scientific output from this instrument.		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs				XSD		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0045974		6-ID-D Modular Experiment Platforms		20		Douglas Robinson		MM		Beamlines		$75,000		200								Floor-based quasi-kinematic modular experiment platforms for 6-ID-D
Design and installation of 3 modular experiment platforms based on quasi-kinematic supports that can be installed quickly in the station for high-energy diffraction experiments
This project supports 6-ID-D operations as well as ongoing planned 6-ID-D program changes that include the HT-HEDM project.		This project will replace the unstable machine tool tables currently in use with stiff, robustly constructed modular experiment platforms that can be rolled into the 6-ID-D enclosure and dropped onto three points of a floor-based (e.g. grouted survey cups) quasi-kinematic support. Benefits include increased stability allowing use of focused beams, rapid experiment configuration changes, modular design to allow quick substitution of sub-components without realignment, the ability to leave regularly used experiment configurations intact on a platform rather than repeatedly assembling and disassembling them, and more flexible scheduling (e.g., around HT-HEDM experiments).

		Core: Operations, maintenance, repairs				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0039258		BM safety shutters - analyse/ replace if needed		75		Leonard Morrison		MOM		Beamlines		$40,000		3								Analysis of BM safety shutters. Assume this is related to the upgrade
PROVIDE DESCRIPTION AND SCOPE OF WORK		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE:
Project was discussed with Mohan earlier this year at one of the Front End Road-Map meetings hosted by Geoff.  Point of discussion was replacement of shutter bellows because of aging and or life cycle use was close to design maximum.  We decided not to replace them  because they had not seen the amount of cycles or full length of stroke for which they were designed.  Attached is an email from Mohan confirming this decision. This proposal should be closed or deleted. 		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039859		BL Vacuum systems upgrades		50		Leonard Morrison		MOM		Beamlines		$0		0								(don't know yet who will do the work. Will identify a coordinator for XSD beamlines)		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0001731		Overhead Rail System for 1-ID-E: Phase II		18		Erika Benda		MPE		Beamlines		$100,000		196								Install a full overhead rail system in the 1-ID-E hutch, allowing permanent homes for various components including detectors and stages.  Includes design, construction and commissioning.		Reduce setup times, increase capability by allowing tomography+diffracted beam apertures+detectors to be used on either aerotech or MTS setup.  Phase I installed a smaller overhead system on just the aerotech, which has been effective but limited in scope.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0007343		GMCA Microfocus and High Energy Upgrade		500				MX		Beamlines		$0		0								GMCA Microfocus and High Energy Upgrade				IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0024787		B401/L0120 X-ray Topo Unit Upgrade		30		XianRong Huang		OPT		Beamlines		$270,000		320								Scope: Replace the defunct Rigaku rotating anode and purchase a new detector.
Costs and Effort: $270K, 2 month FTE
Benefit: Essential for rocking curve imaging/strain mapping of crystals. Critical during the APS shutdowns and dark time and for routine measurements not requiring high flux.

		The powerful 18 kW X-ray rotating-anode source is especially advantageous for testing various crystal optics at APS as such activities (including optics diagnostic, maintenance, refurbishment, improvement, and replacement) are mainly carried out during the APS shutdown time when synchrotron beams are not available. Therefore, although we have partially duplicate the rocking curve imaging capabilities at beamline 1-BM in recent years, the beam time is very limited and it is difficult to fill emergency work requests at 1-BM without pre-scheduling or during the shutdown time. 

Furthermore, we expect that for the upcoming APS Upgrade, most of the existing and new beamlines will install new or refurbished crystal optics. Meanwhile, during the transition from APS to APS-U, we will have a long shutdown period. These two scenarios will lead to heavy workload as well as new capability requirements for the Topo Unit. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045407		Replace Fizeau Interferometer		25		Lahsen Assoufid		OPT		Beamlines		$150,000		0								What work needs to be done? Break it down into manageable tasks.		Why do you need it		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness				XSD		Draft

		DMND0046199		Long Trace Profiler Upgrade		9		Lahsen Assoufid		OPT		Beamlines		$120,000		0								Upgrade the LTP to measure mirrors for APS-U		The LTP needs to be upgraded so we can measure x-ray mirrors with high resolution in vertical orientation and downward facing horizontal orientation. The upgrade requires integrating  stitching capability into the LTP and a new 2-d sensor.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0039031		PSS Upgrade (post dark period)		50		Greg Markovich		SI		Beamlines		$3,300,000		23,000								PSS Upgrade (post dark period)
44 BEAMLINES. MAY BE ABLE TO DO 2 PER SHUTDOWN, ETC.
ADD DESCRIPTION, SCOPE OF WORK		PROVIDE BUSINESS CASE		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0039256		BLEPS Upgrades (post Dark Period)		50		Greg Markovich		SI		Beamlines		$0		2								Update the beamline equipment protection systems on all APS beamlines to address obsolescence and impart a measure of component standardization for improved manageability.		Replacing obsolete components and bring up to current standard reflected on other EPSs.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Draft

		DMND0045695		Replace the BLEPS at 20-BM		4		Greg Markovich		SI		Beamlines		$45,000		560								Replace the PLC and HMI for the beamline EPS system at 20-BM with an APS standard system. 		Current system is over 20 yrs old and the expertise for supporting it is almost gone.		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		AES		Division/Area Approval

		DMND0001655		1655 Unfocused mode for 9BM		100				SPC		Beamlines		$70,000		200		Operations						Add capability for switching to unfocused beam on 9BM
		Generally better data is obtained for samples that don't need focused beam. Eg, this mode is frequently used on 20BM.
		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0002266		New closed cycle refigerator		40				SPC		Beamlines		$60,000		180								New system with lower vibrations and lower temp (6K), includes a variety of windows for application on all of the SPC beamlines		Current system limited to 15K and has excessive vibrations, Can't be used on lerix or for sulfur due to improper windows
		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045731		High speed 13 element Ge detector		11				SPC		Beamlines		$270,000		0								There are two parts to the project: a high speed Ge detector with multiple elements. The 13 element case is preferred and proposed here. Lesser elements such as 8 are available for a lower price. The second part of the project is high speed electronics such as the XSPRESS from Quantum Detectors. The detector will provide about 4x the count rate of our current 13 element with our existing electronics. The XSPRESS would add an additional 2-3x to the count rate capability.		The new Ge detectors can operate at similar speeds and resolution as the best Si drift detectors. They are much more efficient at energies above about 15 keV and are also available in versions with greater than 4 elements. The new detector package also does not need liquid nitrogen, but uses a built in cryocooler. This detector would greatly increase the throughput for users of the spectroscopy group beamlines. We would likely need it about 50% of the time and would be willing to share it with other groups through the detector pool.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0045745		miniXS2 spectrometer		16				SPC		Beamlines		$50,000		0								The would provide alignment stages and crystals for a new miniXS style spectrometer that takes advantage of a Pilatus 2M detector. It would also support the needed design effort using an offsite expert.		The high flux of the APS-U will need more efficient detectors. As part of the move to sector 25 we will get access to a Pilatus 2M detector. Combining this with a miniXS style spectrometer will allow us to collect data for a single element up to 7 times faster and additionally allow for more sample space for in-situ apparatus. It also allows for the possibility of simultaneous detector of multiple elements.  This concept has been proven with a prototype detector. This project would build a fully operational detector with dedicated motorized stages, additional crystals and He paths to reduce scatter. An outside expert, Robert Gordon, is available to assist with the design and, thus, we would not need design effort from APS engineers.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0021561		11-ID-C Sample Stage Assembly Upgrade		30		Kevin Beyer		SRS		Beamlines		$103,000		0								Modernizing and enhancing  sample handling in 11-ID-C by installing a versatile positioning hexapod.  The hexapod is a heavy load sample stage used for precise rotational and translation positioning enabling bulk and surface diffraction for in situ and operando experiments.		The current sample positioning system in 11-ID-C limits the ability to perform novel, cutting edge scientific experiments that exploit the capabilities of the beamline.  The existing hardware was assembled from available materials which were not designed for their current use.   A commercial hexapod has proven to be a versatile instrument for positioning x-ray sample environments.  It can be installed an operational with a minimum of effort, and will significantly enhance the capabilities of 11-ID-C.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Parked

		DMND0024783		11-ID-B Mono Shutter Relocation		50		Kevin Beyer		SRS		Beamlines		$35,000		208								Install new Pb shielded enclosure upstream of 11-ID-A-MH1 minihutch.  Relocate  11-ID-B P8-20 Mono Shutter to box.  Needed for installation new focusing optics in original P8-20  location.  		Relocation of shutter will provide space for new x-ray focusing  lenses inside the 11-ID-A-MH1 mini-hutch.  The lenses will reduce the beam size down to 5-6 microns.  The new optics allow the study of layered materials and interfaces with much higher resolution and shortened collection times.  A smaller beam size can also expand the station's capability to study surfaces with HEX.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0024792		11-ID-C Installation of Pb enclosure to house microfocusing optics.		75		Kevin Beyer		SRS		Beamlines		$20,000		0								Install new Pb shielded enclosure inline with the shielded beam transport that runs between 11-ID-A-MH1 mini-hutch and 11-ID-C through 11-ID-B.   Remove/replace shielded beam transport sections to accommodate new shielded box.  New enclosure is necessary to house the microfocusing optics and positioning stages.		Installation of shielded box will provide space for new x-ray microfocusing  lenses for 11-ID-C.  The lenses will reduce the beam size down to 5-6 microns.  The new optics allow the study of layered materials and interfaces with much higher resolution and shortened collection times.  A smaller beam size can also expand the station's capability to study surfaces with HEX.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0024796		11-ID-C Detector Acquisition		30		Kevin Beyer		SRS		Beamlines		$70,000		0								Purchase new  X-Ray detector for HEX beamline 11-ID-C		The existing Perkin Elmer XRD 1621, 200 micron square pixel, flat panel a-Si detector is in need of replacement.  The new Varex 4343CT and supporting electronics is a superior detector.  It has smaller, 150 micron square, pixels.  It has a faster readout time.  In addition it is approximately 1/2 the cost of a direct replacement  XRD 1621 (or XRD 1611, 100 micron square pixel) detector.  The 4343CT is compatible with existing detector control software, QXRD.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0024840		A ps optical parametric amplifier (OPA) for 11-ID-D		23		Xiaoyi Zhang		SRS		Beamlines		$0		0								11-ID-D would like to get funding for the purchase of a pico second optical parametric amplifier (ps OPA) laser system for time-resolved (TR) X-ray user program at 11-ID-D of APS. A ps OPA system can provide continuously tunable laser wavelength from 300 nm to 1200 nm.  The addition of ps will boost the time-resolved productivity.		11-ID-D is equipped with a fs pulse system. We found in several experiments, that the flux density causes significant damage and undesirable non-linear effects. With ps pulses of the same fluence we can yield a higher fraction of excited states for the time-resolved (TR) X-ray techniques at 11-ID-D. We have recently already converted the fs Ti:Sapphire amplifier to ps operation, however, the output is however restricted to discrete wavelengths at 800 nm, 400 nm and 247 nm (fundamental, double and triple frequency). 
There is a high user demand for tunable laser wavelengths to scan through bandgaps probing the energy states. Therefore, the lack of flexible laser wavelength impairs the time-resolved user program at 11-ID-D. A ps OPA system can provide continuously tunable laser wavelength from 300 nm to 1200 nm. Looking at the market, the best option we can find is the TOPAS-800-ps OPA system from a company called Altos Photonics, Inc. The total estimated cost plus installation is about $70,000. 
11-ID-D's time resolved program has been an invaluable resource for the current scientific research community and it has been very productive for the past several years. The addition of ps will boost the time-resolved productivity.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045484		Sample damage control by UV-vis spectrometer		26				SRS		Beamlines		$30,000		0								procure UV-vis spectrometer to monitor the sample damage by radiation and heating in transmission and reflection geometry		Scope: Improving the observation of the quantitative and qualitative sample degradation by new UV visible absorption spectrometer in transmission and reflection.
11-ID-D has expanded the capabilities for time-resolved measurements to thin film (reflection geometry).  The analysis of the damage is essential for the reliability of the results.
		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045498		Sample positioning stage for GIPDF and layered materials		8		Uta Ruett		SRS		Beamlines		$60,000		0								Procure a stage for precise positioning of layered materials and thin films in in a sample environment in the focused beam especially enabling grazing incidence PDF.
A Hexapod for 50 kg would be the first choice.		11-ID-B is a dedicated station for total scattering enabling PDF analysis.
Recently, the method was expanded to thin films and layered materials, which requires a precise positioning to the incoming focused beam.
The request by users is significantly increasing. Therefore, we need to expand our capabilities to stay competitive.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades		PSC Ops Interface Portfolio		XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0045535		Digital Analyzer for laser pump-X-ray probe		28				SRS		Beamlines		$0		0								What work needs to be done? Break it down into manageable tasks.		The old one is broken. A new analyzer required to perform picosec time resolved experiments.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0024906		Detector and flight path for simultaneous wide and small angle grazing incidence x-ray scattering at beamline 8-ID-E		75		Joe Strzalka		TRR		Beamlines		$650,000		300								Perform 8-ID-E flight path modifications so that simultaneous wide and small angle grazing incidence scattering can be performed. Also requires purchase and installation of 1M or 2M Pilatus L-shaped detector.		8-ID-E is among the more productive materials related beamlines at the APS. The productivity comes from a healthy and engaged grazing incidence scattering community. Many users require data obtained both at small and large scattering angles to understand order and performance across a broad range of length scales. Currently this is performed in a labor-intensive manner by having Ph.D. level staff move and align the current (single) Pilatus 1M detector from one position to another often 2 or more times per user visit. This is inefficient timewise and a waste of human capital and also not up to the standard set by other beamlines and synchrotrons. We propose simultaneous acquisition of wide and small angle data. This will increase productivity at 8-ID-E by 25-50% and it will allow time resolved studies of ordering in films from length scales spanning molecular packing  to highly ordered domains. Such detector and flight path capabilities are found at other modern SAXS/GIXS scattering lines like those at 12-ID at the APS or at ALS.		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Awaiting Review

		DMND0046374		Laser interlock improvements at 7-ID		32		Anthony DiChiara		TRR		Beamlines		$35,000		40								7-ID requires laser interlocks in stations 7-ID-B, 7-ID-C and 7-ID-D as well as the laser enclosure 7-ID-"E". The 7-ID-B interlock is new and an improvement both in terms of safety and ergonomics as compared to what currently exists in the other stations listed above. The project is to duplicate the interlock system installed in 7-ID-B to 7-ID-C, 7-ID-D and 7-ID-"E" providing a uniform experience for staff and users. The 7-ID-C install should be coordinated with the interlock that will be required for the robot to be installed in 7-ID-C (DMND0003113).		As reinforced by the recent incident at DCS-CAT, effectively interlocked Class 4 lasers are one key component of safe laser operations. 7-ID now has interlocks in 4 enclosures at the sector. The 7-ID-B interlock is the newest install that uses current best practices and hardware developed by the AES-SI. The proposal is to duplicate this infrastructure throughout 7-ID. It will reduce the safety risk associated with laser operations at 7-ID by providing a uniform experience reducing potential confusion among staff and users. It will eliminate an awkward motion that is currently required to active the laser in the 3 stations without this interlock and it will allow remote operation of the laser shutter. 		IUP: Improvements, upgrades				XSD		Draft

		DMND0047022		Replace failed high frequency oscilloscope for 7-ID				Anthony DiChiara		TRR		Beamlines		$40,000		0								Replace failed high frequency oscilloscope for 7-ID. Scope is used to measure and adjust timing between laser pulses and x-ray pulses and serves as timing diagnostic to reference the laser to x-ray delay during a measurement as well as a fast digitizer for APD signals.		Laser pump and x-ray probe is one of beamline 7-ID's core missions. The high frequency scope that is used to help set and monitor the delay between the laser pulse and x-ray pulse failed and is not repairable because of its age. The proposed replacement will serve this purpose and is necessary for maintaining the integrity of the data 7-ID collects. 		Obs: Obsolescence, Mission Readiness				XSD		Draft
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		Category				When Needed				Likelihood of negative consequences if not executed



		Operations		Routine operations, maintenance, & repairs necessary to reliably deliver beam to APS Users		Yesterday				Guaranteed		There will be blood

		APSU-Ready		Necessary in order to successfully commission the MBA lattice		FY19-20				High		Netative consequences likely , though hard to say when they will happen

		Optimization		Necessary for full optimization of beam delivery and long-term sustained operations  with the MBA Lattice		Pre-MBA				Negligible		Negative consequences unlikely

						Dark Time				None		No negative consequences If not executed, if you don't count not having the positive outcome as a negative consequence.

						Post-MBA
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Community Engagement on APS-U Science
 Science engagement is an on-going process

– Aug. 20 - 21, 2018: Biological Science Opportunities 
Provided by the APS Upgrade, ANL {MX focus}

– Aug. 28 - 29, 2018: Opportunities in Biological and 
Environmental Research Uniquely Enabled by the APS 
Upgrade {non-MX, BER focus}

– Sep. 25 - 26, 2018: Condensed Matter Physics, X-Ray 
Scattering and X-Ray Spectroscopy at the APS 
Upgrade, ANL

– Sep. 27 - 28, 2018: Discovery, Synthesis, and 
Development of Emerging Materials and the Role of 
the APS Upgrade, ANL

– Workshops being planned for catalysis and time-
resolved chemistry in October 2019
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The Year Ahead
 CD-3 approval and continued 

success in APS-U project execution
 Experimental techniques and data 

analysis workflows for APS-U 
feature beamlines

 Begin work on Interface Portfolio 
Projects

 User and staff preparation for dark 
time and start-up

 Vision for biological and 
environmental research 

 Next-generation light source 
concepts

Proposed project to leverage capabilities across light-source 
complex to develop workflows to collect and analyze data 
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PACESETTERS
 Timothy Jonasson, Terry Smith (ASD/RF), and Soonhong Lee (AES/MED) 

‒ Pacesetter Award for an outstanding effort to timely and safely install a Linac SLAC 
Linac Energy Doubler (SLED) into the L6 Test Stand for High Power RF Tuning / 
Conditioning - and installation into L5 to allow return to full energy in support of APS 
Operations and the Advanced Photon Source Upgrade (APS-U). 

 Kelly Cunningham (PSC/AES)
‒ Pacesetter Award for extraordinary effort in a variety of complex tasks with the goal 

of upgrading the APS websites. Kelly single-handedly managed and implemented on-
time migration of the entire website to the cloud, including interfacing with the cloud-
hosting vendor; moving the entire APS website to the new Drupal 8 content 
management system; and implementing a new, much improved Coveo search tool.
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25+ YEARS SERVICE AWARDS

Congratulations to the following individuals for 25+ years of dedicated service 
to Argonne National Laboratory (second quarter 2019):

25 years 30 years 35 years
Linda DeVito Terry Smith Timothy Hentsch

Sharon Farrell David Jefferson

50 years 55 years
Diane Kurtz Cedric Putnam
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Dr. Raj Rajashankar,
NE-CAT Associate Director
 Our friend Dr. Kanagalaghatta R. Rajashankar 

of Cornell Univ., long-time Associate Director of 
the Northeastern Collaborative Access Team 
(NE-CAT) at Sector 24 passed away on May 
22nd, 2019. 
 He is survived by his wife of 25 years, Suma, 

and two daughters, Medha and Manasvi.
 Raj was a valued and admired member of the 

APS community, and we offer our heartfelt 
condolences to Raj’s family and colleagues. Dr. Kanagalaghatta R. Rajashankar
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